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Abstract
This paper presents three self-paced, word-by-word reading experiments that test for the existence of on-line syntactic storage/expectation costs in English. To investigate this issue, we compared reading times for sentence regions in
which syntactic expectation costs varied, keeping other factors constant. Experiment 1 manipulated the number of
verbs needed to form a grammatical sentence. It was observed that in the critical region, people read the condition
in which zero verbs were predicted fastest, followed by the conditions in which one verb was predicted, with the condition in which two verbs were predicted slowest. Experiments 2 and 3 investigated whether incomplete ﬁller-gap dependencies also incur storage costs. It was observed that people read the critical region in which a wh-ﬁller is pending
slower than if no such wh-ﬁller is pending. The results of all three experiments demonstrate the role of online syntactic
storage costs in sentence comprehension.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Sentence comprehension; Sentence complexity; Sentence processing

It is well known that nested (or center-embedded)
syntactic structures are harder to understand than their
right- or left-branching counterparts (Chomsky & Miller, 1963; Yngve, 1960). For example, the right-branching English structure in (1a) is easier to understand
than the nested structure in (1b), and the left-branching
Japanese structure in (2a) is easier to understand than its
nested version in (2b) (Gibson, 1998):
(1) a. Mary met the senator who attacked the reporter
who ignored the president.
b. # The reporter who the senator who Mary met
attacked ignored the president.
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(2) a. [[imooto-ga naita to] bebiisitaa-ga itta to]
obasan-wa omotteiru.
sister-nom cried that babysitter-nom said that
aunt-top think
‘‘My aunt thinks that the babysitter said that my
sister cried’’
b. # obasan-wa [bebiisitaa-ga [imooto-ga naita to]
itta to] omotteiru.]
aunt-top babysitter-nom sister-nom cried that said
that think
‘‘My aunt thinks that the babysitter said that my
sister cried’’
The diﬃculty of understanding nested structures
occurs despite the fact that each nested sentence has
the same propositional content and lexical items as
its right- or left-branching counterpart. One proposed
cause for the complexity of nested structures is that
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they may require more syntactic memory or storage
space to process than left- or right-branching structures (Abney & Johnson, 1991; Chomsky & Miller,
1963; Gibson, 1991, 1998; Lewis, 1996; Stabler,
1994). This amounts to the claim that the human
parser is partially top-down in nature, with expectations about what kinds of syntactic categories are
coming in the input. In the earliest of the syntactic
storage accounts, Yngve (1960) and Chomsky and
Miller (1963) proposed that syntactic storage at a
particular parse state is quantiﬁed in terms of the
number of partially processed phrase structure rules
like S ) NP VP. Wanner and Maratsos (1978) proposed that there may also be storage cost associated
with incomplete ﬁller-gap dependencies, which may
not be represented within a single phrase structure
rule. Other proposals for units of syntactic storage include incomplete clauses (Kimball, 1973), incomplete
thematic role assignments (Gibson, 1991; Hakuta,
1981), incomplete syntactic dependencies (Gibson,
1998), incomplete case-assignments (Lewis, 1996; Stabler, 1994), and predicted syntactic heads (Gibson,
1998).
Consider the predicted syntactic head hypothesis of
storage costs with respect to the contrast in (1). The
most complex state in processing the nested structure
(1b) in terms of syntactic storage occurs at the point
of processing the most embedded subject noun phrase
(NP) ‘‘Mary.’’ Five syntactic heads are required at this
point in order to form a grammatical sentence: (1) three
verbs for the three subject NPs: (a) the NP ‘‘the reporter’’ requires its verb ‘‘ignored’’; (b) the NP ‘‘the senator’’ requires its verb ‘‘attacked’’; and (c) the NP
‘‘Mary’’ requires its verb ‘‘met’’; and (2) two empty
NP positions associated with the two ﬁller-gap dependencies: (a) the ﬁrst instance of the relative clause
(RC) pronoun ‘‘who’’ which is eventually linked with
the object position of the verb ‘‘attacked’’; and (b) the
second instance of the RC pronoun ‘‘who’’ which is
eventually linked with the object position of the verb
‘‘met.’’ In contrast, the storage requirements for the
right-branching structure in (1a) consist of at most one
predicted head throughout its parse. For example, at
the point of processing the determiner ‘‘the,’’ following
‘‘met,’’ only a noun is required. The right-branching
structure (1a) is therefore less complex than the nested
version (1b) in terms of storage costs.
An alternative to the top-down, expectation-driven
hypothesis is that the parser is purely bottom-up,
with the consequence that the parser does not keep
track of partially processed rules or syntactic expectations. This hypothesis predicts that the diﬃculty in
processing nested structures is not due to syntactic
storage, but is perhaps due to something else, such
as integrating the words together syntactically and
semantically (Gibson, 1998, 2000; Gordon, Hendrick,
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& Johnson, 2001). Gibson (1998, 2000) proposes that
both of these mechanisms—storage and integration—
are at play in normal sentence comprehension. First,
it is proposed that there is a cost associated with
keeping track of expected syntactic elements. Second,
it is proposed that there is a cost associated with
connecting an incoming word to the structure that
has been built thus far, including matching earlier
expectations. Integration cost has been demonstrated
to be sensitive to distance, such that longer distance
integrations give rise to greater complexity in terms
of reading times (Gibson, 1998, 2000; Grodner &
Gibson, in press).
Much evidence has been provided for the integration cost hypothesis (e.g., Gibson, 1998; Gordon et
al., 2001; Grodner & Gibson, in press; King & Just,
1991; Warren & Gibson, 2002), but there is less evidence for the top-down storage cost hypothesis. The
present experiments are designed to test for the existence of on-line storage costs in English, independent
of other factors. Two of the most general syntactic
storage hypotheses are the incomplete dependency
hypothesis and the predicted syntactic head hypothesis.
These two hypotheses generally make the same predictions with respect to the examples that we will discuss
here, so for simplicity we will reserve our discussion to
one, the predicted-head hypothesis. We return to the issue of diﬀerentiating between storage cost theories in
the general discussion.
There is little previous research which tests for the
presence of on-line storage costs in English. Although
the intuitive contrast between sentences like (1a) and
(1b) has been veriﬁed using oﬀ-line measures such as
intuitive acceptability (e.g., Gibson, 1998; Gibson &
Thomas, 1997; Miller & Isard, 1964; Stolz, 1967), this
evidence does not address on-line sentence processing
directly. Furthermore, there are at least two other
factors in addition to storage costs that are involved
in the comparison between (1a) and (1b). One such
confounding factor is integration cost. As mentioned
above, Gibson (1998) has hypothesized that another
reason that nested structures are more complex than
non-nested structures is that nested structures always
necessitate longer distance integrations between syntactic heads. This factor may therefore be partially
responsible for the contrast in (1). Another factor relevant to comparing (1a) with (1b) involves potential
processing diﬀerences between modifying the subject
of a verb and modifying an object of a verb. Gibson,
Desmet, Grodner, Watson, and Ko (in press) observed that RCs modifying subjects are processed faster than RCs modifying objects (cf., Holmes, 1973,
for related results). Gibson et al. attributed the observed reading time diﬀerences to diﬀerences in the
information ﬂow status of restrictive RCs together
with the position of an NP in a sentence. Restrictive
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RCs are generally used to refer to objects that are
background information in the current discourse. In
addition, background information is read faster when
it modiﬁes a subject rather than an object. Thus,
restrictive RCs are read faster in subject position,
where they are compatible with being background
information, than in object position, where they are
less compatible with being background information.
To avoid this issue when investigating on-line storage
costs, the critical region clause to be compared
should be in the same syntactic position.
Gibson et al. (in press) also began to investigate the
existence of on-line syntactic storage costs in English.
In a self-paced reading study, Gibson et al. circumvented
the potential confounds described above by comparing
sentences like (3a) to the same sentences embedded within the sentential complement (SC) of a noun like ‘‘fact,’’
as in (3b):
(3) a. The reporter who the senator attacked on Tuesday
ignored the president.
b. The fact [that the reporter who the senator attacked
on Tuesday ignored the president] bothered the
editor.
In (3b), the dependency between the subject NP
‘‘the fact’’ and its verb ‘‘bothered’’ is pending when
people process the embedded sentence ‘‘the reporter
who the senator attacked on Tuesday ignored the
president,’’ leading to a predicted verb over this region. Consistent with the hypothesis that keeping
track of this predicted syntactic element consumes
processing resources, Gibson et al. found slower reading times during the processing of the embedded sentence in (3b) as compared with the same region in
(3a). However, there is a complication with the materials in Gibson et al.Õs design. The target region is
interpreted relative to the noun ‘‘fact’’ (as its complement) in the high storage condition (3b), whereas the
same region is not semantically dependent on any previous linguistic material in (3a). It could be that interpreting the embedded clause relative to the preceding
thematic context is what makes people read this region slower.1

1

In addition, the target region is three words further along
in (3b) than in (3a). If later regions are read more slowly, then
this is an additional confound in interpreting Gibson et al.Õs
results. However, Gibson et al. found that later regions are not
generally read more slowly than earlier regions. Thus, word
position is an unlikely explanation of the eﬀects that they
observed.

Several other experiments by Gibson and colleagues
indirectly investigated the existence of on-line storage
costs in English by comparing RC structures and verbal SC structures like those in (4) (Gibson & Warren,
2004; Grodner, Gibson, & Tunstall, 2002; Warren &
Gibson, 2002):
(4) a. Relative Clause (RC) Structure:
The witness [who the evidence that was examined
by the lawyer implicated ___] was lying.
b. Verbal Sentential Complement (SC) Structure:
The witness thought [that the evidence that was
examined by the lawyer implicated his next door
neighbor].
During the processing of the embedded subject NP
region in bold, the structures, and hence the integrations, are the same. Two extra syntactic heads are
predicted during the processing of the bold region
in the RC structure (4a): (1) a verb associated with
the matrix subject NP ‘‘the witness’’; and (2) a whtrace associated with the RC pronoun ‘‘who.’’ Thus,
the storage cost hypothesis predicts longer reading
times in the critical bold region in sentences like
(4a) when compared to (4b), and this is the pattern
of data that was observed. Gibson and Warren
(2004) and Warren and Gibson (2002) presented similar comparisons with similar results. Although these
results are suggestive, the materials in these experiments were not speciﬁcally designed to address the
storage cost hypothesis. Consequently, the regions
prior to the target region were not always controlled.
For example, the NPs preceding the critical region in
Grodner et al. (2002) items as exempliﬁed in (4) were
not always the same across the high and low load
conditions, although they are in the example
provided.
The primary goal of the present experiments is to
test for the existence of on-line storage costs in controlled English materials using self-paced reading. A
secondary goal is to attempt to distinguish among
types of syntactic storage hypotheses, if the presence
of storage costs can be measured. According to one
class of hypotheses, storage cost may only be measurable in complex structures, with multiple interfering
expectations (Lewis, 1996). For example, according to
KimballÕs (1973) principle of two sentences, the processor has extreme diﬃculty in comprehending sentences
that require more than two expected verbs to come.
Similarly, Lewis (1996) proposes that processing diﬃculty may result from multiple open expectations of
the same type, such as subject–verb relationships (speciﬁer of IPs in X-bar notation, Chomsky, 1986), or ﬁller–gap relationships (speciﬁer of CPs in X-bar
notation). It is an open question whether storage costs
are measurable only in these highly interfering circum-
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stances (as in the materials in (3) and (4) above), which
may exacerbate the eﬀects, or whether they are present
even without such interference.
Another open question is which kinds of predicted
syntactic elements (if any) are associated with storage
cost. All previous work that showed evidence of online syntactic storage cost compared conditions in
which the high-storage conditions involved more predicted verbs than the low-storage conditions. It is
therefore possible that storage cost is restricted to predicted verbs (i.e., partially processed clauses). Experiments 2 and 3 test this prediction by examining
another kind of incomplete dependency, the expectation of a wh-trace inside a relative clause (cf., Wanner
& Maratsos, 1978).

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was designed to test whether predicted verbal heads are associated with incremental
storage costs depending on the number of predicted
verbs. To test for eﬀects of storage cost, we used
materials containing SC-biased verbs (e.g., ‘‘suspected’’ and ‘‘knew’’) and their nominalizations (e.g.,
‘‘suspicion’’ and ‘‘knowledge’’) in order to manipulate
the number of predicted verbs across a critical
embedded clause. The materials were constructed in
a 2 · 2 design, crossing the syntactic category of the
ﬁrst SC-taking word (verb or noun) with the category
of the second SC-taking word (verb or noun). An
example of the four conditions that were tested is given in (5):
(5) a. Zero predicted verbs (Verb 1/Verb 2):
The detective suspected that the thief knew that
the guard protected the jewels and so he reported
immediately to the museum curator.
b. One late predicted verb (Verb 1/Noun 2):
The detective suspected that the knowledge that
the guard protected the jewels came from an insider.
c. One early predicted verb (Noun 1/Verb 2):
The suspicion that the thief knew that the guard
protected the jewels worried the museum curator.
d. Two predicted verbs (Noun 1/Noun 2):
The suspicion that the knowledge that the guard
protected the jewels came from an insider worried
the museum curator.
The critical region in this design consists of the
embedded clause ‘‘the guard protected the jewels,’’ in
bold. Because this clause has the same structure in all
conditions, integration costs are identical across the four
conditions. Furthermore, this clause is in a similar syntactic position in each condition, the complement of a
related verb or noun. Thus, any observed diﬀerences in
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reading diﬃculty during this region are not attributable
to integration cost diﬀerences or syntactic position
diﬀerences.2
For the zero predicted verbs condition in (5a), the
critical material ‘‘the guard protected the jewels’’ is
embedded as the SC of the verb ‘‘knew’’ which is itself
part of a clause embedded as the SC of the matrix verb
‘‘suspected.’’ Because both verbs ‘‘knew’’ and ‘‘suspected’’ are encountered immediately after their respective
subject nouns, no additional verbs are predicted after
the critical embedded clause. For the one-late predicted
verb condition in (5b), the verb ‘‘knew’’ is nominalized
to ‘‘knowledge’’ with the result that the critical clause is
a SC of the noun ‘‘knowledge.’’ The change to the
embedded subject NP ‘‘the knowledge’’ results in the
requirement for an additional verb during the processing of the critical region. Similarly, for the one-early
predicted verb condition in (5c), the matrix verb ‘‘suspected’’ is nominalized to ‘‘suspicion’’ and the embedded SC ‘‘the thief knew that the guard protected the
jewels’’ is an argument of the matrix subject NP ‘‘the
suspicion.’’ Once again, a verb is required after the critical region. Finally, for the two predicted verbs condition in (5d), both the verbs ‘‘suspected’’ and ‘‘knew’’
are nominalized and two verbs are required following
the critical region. Thus, if storage costs are proportional to the number of incomplete verb dependencies
or predicted verbs held in memory, then the zero predicted verbs condition should be read fastest of the
four conditions in the critical region. The one-late
and one-early predicted verb conditions should be read

2
The positions of the words in the critical embedded
clause are not identical across the four conditions, because of
the inclusion of a subject noun in the verbal versions of the
items (e.g., ‘‘the detective suspected that . . .’’ vs. ‘‘the
suspicion that . . .’’ in (5)). This small diﬀerence between the
noun/verb versions is not likely to be confounded with the
predictions of storage costs in the critical region. For this to
be so, it would need to be the case that people read later
word positions more slowly. This is generally not so in
English, as demonstrated for example in Gibson et al. (in
press) using similar materials. Second, another version of
Experiment 1 was also run in which the subjects of the verbs
in the verbal conditions were also included as genitive
subjects in the nominal conditions (e.g., ‘‘the detective
suspected that . . .’’ vs. ‘‘the detectiveÕs suspicion that . . .’’
in items like (5)). The same numerical patterns were observed
during the critical region in this variant of the current
experiment as here, with many of the numerical comparisons
also signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. We do not present this experiment
because not all of the numerical trends in the critical region
were signiﬁcant and because the reading times in the earlier
nominal regions, which included the genitive NPs, were much
slower than in the current experiment, possibly reﬂecting the
unusualness of repeated genitive subjects of NPs.
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more slowly, and the two predicted verbs condition
should be read the slowest of the four.
On-line syntactic storage cost hypotheses also predict
reading time diﬀerences in other regions of the target
sentences. First, there is an extra predicted verb in the
one-early condition relative to the zero predicted verbs
condition during the second clause ‘‘the thief knew
that.’’ Second, there is an extra predicted verb in the
two predicted verbs condition relative to the one-late
condition during the region ‘‘the knowledge that.’’
Third, there is an extra predicted verb during the region
‘‘came from an insider’’ (following the critical region)
for the two predicted verb condition relative to the
one-late condition. Reading times are predicted to be
longer for each of the conditions with more predicted
verbs.
Although both the one-late and the one-early conditions require the maintenance of one predicted verb
over the critical region, the expectation is initiated at
diﬀerent points in the two sentences. If the amount of
time that an incomplete dependency is held in memory
increases the load, then reading times in the critical region of the one-early condition should be longer than
in the one-late condition. Such an hypothesis was made
in GibsonÕs (1998) syntactic prediction locality theory
(SPLT) in order to partially explain distance eﬀects in
nested materials. However, it was also noted by Gibson
that the integration component of sentence comprehension would account for distance eﬀects, with the result
that the locality-based storage hypothesis may be
unnecessary in such a processing system. Indeed, results reported in Gibson et al. (in press) failed to provide evidence for a syntactic storage cost metric that
increases over distance (using a diﬀerent syntactic
structure manipulation). This evidence provided some
of the motivation for GibsonÕs (1998, 2000) more recent hypothesis, the dependency locality theory
(DLT), whose storage component is not assumed to
be locality based. Because of the lack of distance-based
storage eﬀects in the earlier experiments, we do not
anticipate such a diﬀerence in reading times between
the one-late and one-early conditions for the critical
region.
Method
Participants
Seventy-four participants from the MIT and Boston
University communities were paid for their involvement.
All were native speakers of English and were naı̈ve as to
the purposes of the study.
Materials and design
Forty sets of sentence were constructed, each with
the four conditions as exempliﬁed in (5). The ﬁrst re-

gion in each item consisted of either an SC-biased
subject–verb combination consisting of a subject NP
and an SC-biased verb (e.g., ‘‘the detective suspected’’), or the nominalized form of the SC-biased
verb (e.g., ‘‘the suspicion’’). The second region consisted of the beginning of the ﬁrst embedded SC,
which began with the word ‘‘that’’ and was followed
by a region similar in structure to the ﬁrst region:
either an SC-biased subject–verb combination consisting of a subject NP and an SC-biased verb (e.g., ‘‘the
thief knew’’), or the nominalized form of the SC-biased verb (e.g., ‘‘the knowledge’’). The third region
consisted of the most embedded SC (e.g., ‘‘that the
guard protected the jewels’’), which made up the critical region. Finally, various materials, which diverged
for the four conditions, completed the sentences grammatically and plausibly. Because a clause following an
SC-taking noun is also temporarily ambiguous with an
RC, we chose SC-taking nouns that that were lexically
biased to take SCs (72% on average across all nouns)
according to the norms in Kennison (2000). Because
of this bias, participants would probably not follow
a potential RC interpretation. We investigate the potential eﬀect of this ambiguity in more depth in Experiment 2.
The target sentences were split into four lists balancing all factors in a Latin-Square design. Each list was
combined with 60 ﬁllers of various types. Appendix A
provides a complete list of the stimuli along with the
SC-bias of each SC-noun in the items. The stimuli were
pseudo-randomized separately for each participant so
that at least one ﬁller item intervened between two
targets.

Procedure
The task was self-paced, word-by-word reading
using a moving window display (Just, Carpenter, &
Woolley, 1982). The software used to run the experiment was Linger by Doug Rohde. Each trial began
with a series of dashes marking the length and position of the words in the sentences, printed approximately a third of the way down the screen. A
single line displayed up to 100 characters. Participants
pressed the spacebar to reveal each word of the sentence. As each new word appeared, the preceding
word returned to dashes. The amount of reading time
(RT) the participant spent on each word was recorded as the time between key-presses. After the ﬁnal word of each item was a comprehension task in
which the participant was presented with a ﬁll-inthe-blank statement, which asked about information
contained in the preceding sentence. There were four
choices provided as possible answers. Example comprehension questions for the items in (5) are provided
in (6):
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(6) a. The detective suspected that the thief knew that the
guard protected the jewels and so he reported
immediately to the museum curator.
Question: The ________ reported to the museum
curator.
Choices: detective, witness, guard, policeman;
Answer: detective.
b. The detective suspected that the knowledge that
the guard protected the jewels came from an insider.
Question: The ________ may have come from an
insider.
Choices: suspicion, knowledge, protection, jewels;
Answer: knowledge.
c. The suspicion that the thief knew that the guard
protected the jewels worried the museum curator.
Question: The suspicion worried the ________.
Choices: detective, thief, museum guard, museum
curator; Answer: museum curator.
d. The suspicion that the knowledge that the guard
protected the jewels came from an insider worried
the museum curator.
Question: The _______ worried the museum curator.
Choices: suspicion, knowledge, insider, guard;
Answer: suspicion.
Participants pressed one of four keys to respond.
After an incorrect answer, the word ‘‘INCORRECT’’
ﬂashed brieﬂy on the screen. No feedback was given
for correct responses. Correct answers were balanced
across the four possible response positions. All parts
of the sentences were probed, across items and conditions, in roughly equal proportions, with the consequence that participants had to pay attention to the
content of the entire sentence in order to answer
the questions. Participants were asked to read sentences at a natural rate and to be sure that they
understood what they read. They were told to answer
the questions as quickly and accurately as they could
and to take wrong answers as an indication to read
more carefully.
Before the main experiment, a short list of practice
items and comprehension tasks was presented in order
to familiarize the participant with the task. Each session
with a participant averaged 30 min. For most participants, this experiment was followed by an unrelated
experiment using the same self-pace reading procedure.
Participants were given short breaks between the two
experiments.
Results
Eleven participantsÕ data were omitted from all analyses because of poor comprehension question performance (<60% accuracy overall). The statistical patterns
are identical if the accuracy cutoﬀ is down as low as
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58%, allowing the inclusion of data from four more
participants.
Comprehension task performance
On average, the comprehension tasks for the
experimental items in Experiment 1 were answered
correctly in 81% of the trials. The percentages of
correct answers for each condition are presented in
Table 1.
An omnibus 1-way ANOVA (0, 1-Late, 1-Early, and 2
predicted verbs) showed a signiﬁcant eﬀect (F1 (3, 186) =
47.78, MSwithin = 0.0110, p < .0001; F2 (3, 117) = 11.97,
MSwithin = 0.0284, p < .0001). A 2 · 2 ANOVA (Noun
or Verb in the ﬁrst clause/NP region · Noun or Verb in
the second clause/NP region) showed a signiﬁcant main
eﬀect of the syntactic category of the ﬁrst clause
(F1 (1, 62) = 44.47,
MSwithin = 0.0098,
p < .0001;
F2 (1, 39) = 7.904, MSwithin = 0.0360, p < .008), a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of the syntactic category of the second
clause (F1 (1, 62) = 45.87, MSwithin = 0.0118, p < .0001;
F2 (1, 39) = 10.94, MSwithin = 0.0328, p < .003), and a signiﬁcant interaction (F1 (1, 62) = 52.64, MSwithin =
0.0114, p < .0001; F2 (1, 39) = 22.94, MSwithin = 0.0164,
p < .0001). These eﬀects were carried by the fact that response accuracies to the two predicted verbs condition
were lower than to any of the other conditions in planned
pair-wise comparisons licensed by the signiﬁcance of the
interaction (Fs > 20; ps < .0002).
Reading times
To adjust for diﬀerences in word length as well as
overall diﬀerences in participantsÕ reading rates, a
regression equation predicting RTs from word length
was derived for each participant, using all ﬁller and
target items (Ferreira & Clifton, 1986; see Trueswell,
Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1994, for discussion). At each
word position, the RT predicted by the participantÕs
regression equation was subtracted from the actual
measured raw RT to obtain a residual RT. We present tables of both residual and raw RTs for each
experiment. To save space, we restrict the presentation of statistical tests to the residual RTs. The statistical analyses gave similar patterns of signiﬁcance for
raw RTs in the critical region of all three experiments

Table 1
Mean (standard error) comprehension task performance for
Experiment 1 in percent correct as a function of incomplete
verb dependencies by participants
Number of predicted verbs
0

1-Late

1-Early

2

85 (1.5)

86 (1.6)

87 (1.7)

68 (1.9)
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Fig. 1. Plot of mean (standard error) residual reading times (RTs) per word by region by participants in Experiment 1.

and where there are diﬀerences in signiﬁcance, they
are noted.3
Only items with correctly answered comprehension questions were analyzed. Furthermore, residual
RT data points that were greater than 3 standard
deviations from the mean for each region within a
condition were also excluded from the analysis,
aﬀecting less than 1.4% of the data for Experiment
1 overall. Fig. 1 presents the mean residual RTs
per word (ms/word) across the four conditions in
this experiment. For the purpose of the analyses,
we divided the materials into ﬁve regions, as shown
in (7):

(7)

The detective suspected that
The suspicion that
Clause 1 / NP1

Œ the thief knew that
Œthe knowledge that
Œ
Œ Clause 2 / NP2

3
As noted by a reviewer, readers in this experiment were
reading the materials at a rate of between 400 ms/word and
500 ms/word, which is slower than in typical single-sentence
reading experiments. The materials in the current experiment
are quite complicated, as are the materials that served as ﬁller
items, which may account for the relatively slow reading times.
Support for this hypothesis comes from analyses of other
experiments conducted in our laboratory on simpler materials,
consisting of at most two clauses. In such experiments,
participants typically read in the range of 250–400 ms/word.

The ﬁrst region consisted of the material up to the
ﬁrst SC-taking word followed by the complementizer
‘‘that.’’ The second region consisted of the material up
to the second SC-taking word followed by the complementizer ‘‘that.’’ The third region was the critical region.
The fourth region consisted of the ﬁrst two words following the critical region. We analyzed only the ﬁrst
two words in this region because some items ended on
the third word for some conditions and not others.
Including the sentence-ﬁnal word would have resulted
in end-of-sentence eﬀects confounding any other possible eﬀects. The ﬁfth region (which was not analyzed because of large item diﬀerences between conditions in this

Œ the guard protected the jewels
Œ
Œ
Œ Critical clause

Œ and so
Œ came from
Œworried the
Œ two words

Œ 
Œ 
Œ 
Œ Completion

region) consisted of the remaining of material in each
item. Table 2 presents the mean RTs per word for these
regions, in both residual and raw forms.
Reading times in the ﬁrst two regions
In the ﬁrst clause/NP region, a 2 · 2 ANOVA (Noun
1/Verb 1 · Noun 2/Verb 2) revealed a main eﬀect of the
syntactic category of the ﬁrst SC-taking word (Noun 1/
Verb 1; e.g., ‘‘suspicion’’/’’suspected’’) by participants
only (F1 (1, 62) = 6.753, MSwithin = 2441, p < .02;
F2 (1, 39) = 1.973, MSwithin = 5397, p = .168) in which
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Table 2
Mean residual RTs (ms/word) by participants as a function of predicted verbs, for the ﬁve main regions (raw RTs in parentheses)
Number of predicted verbs
0
First clause/NP
Second clause/NP
Critical clause
Next two words
Completion

68
42
90
69
99

(465)
(482)
(408)
(370)
(407)

clauses with the nominalized form of the verb had faster
residual RTs than clauses with the verb itself. One possible explanation for this eﬀect is that more interpretation takes place at a verb than at a subject NP, such
as thematic role assignment (e.g., ‘‘the detective suspected’’ vs. ‘‘the suspicion’’). But this explanation is difﬁcult to evaluate, because the materials are necessarily
diﬀerent in this comparison. There was no eﬀect of the
category of the second SC-taking word (Noun 2/Verb
2; e.g., ‘‘knowledge’’/‘‘knew’’) in the ﬁrst region
(Fs < 1), nor was there any interaction between the factors (Fs < 1). The lack of Noun 2/Verb 2 category eﬀects
is expected because the materials do not yet diﬀer along
this dimension in the ﬁrst region.
In the second clause/NP region, another 2 · 2 ANOVA revealed a main eﬀect of Noun 2/Verb 2 category
(F1 (1, 62) = 4.538, MSwithin = 2625, p < .04; F2 (1, 39)
= 3.876, MSwithin = 3398, p = .056), but not for Noun 1/
Verb 1 category (F1 (1, 62) = 2.218, MSwithin = 2040,
p = .142; F2 < 1). As in the ﬁrst region, the nominal version (Noun 2) was read faster than the verbal version
(Verb 2), plausibly for the same reason as in the ﬁrst region. There was also a suggestion of an interaction between the factors (F1 (1, 62) = 3.106, MSwithin = 2316,
p = .083; F2 (1, 39) = 1.996, MSwithin = 3129, p = .166).
Numerically, the Verb 1/Verb 2 (zero predicted verbs)
condition is the slowest of the four, with little numerical
diﬀerence among the other three conditions. One possible
interpretation of these data is that there is interference at
the site of thematic interpretation, the verb, when there is
a similar verb just before it (cf., Gordon et al., 2001). In
particular, the Verb 1/Verb 2 condition consists of two
SC-taking verbs in a row and their similarity could have
led to processing diﬃculty when the second verb was interpreted. No similar eﬀect may occur at the nouns in the
Noun 1/Noun 2 (two predicted verbs) condition because
there is less thematic interpretation at nouns than at verbs.
Recall that the storage cost hypothesis predicts that
the second region should be read slower when the ﬁrst
region was nominalized. This prediction was not conﬁrmed, but the presence of the verbal interference eﬀect
in the second region may have masked any eﬀects of
structural storage cost here. In particular, the one-early
(Noun 1/Verb 2) condition was predicted to be slower
than the zero predicted verbs (Verb 1/Verb 2) condition

1-Late

1-Early

2

58
66
74
101
41

81
61
66
80
43

77
64
41
69
31

(475)
(444)
(428)
(394)
(513)

(441)
(465)
(436)
(440)
(501)

(440)
(446)
(458)
(429)
(498)

in the second clause/NP region, but the reverse numerical
pattern appeared in the residual RTs, signiﬁcant by participants only in the planned pair-wise comparison
(F1 (1, 62) = 6.211, MSwithin = 1862, p < .02; F2 (1, 39)
= 2.731, MSwithin = 3095, p = .107), possibly because of
the interference of the two verbs in the zero predicted
verbs condition. In addition, the two predicted verbs
(Noun 1/Noun 2) condition was not signiﬁcantly slower
than the one-late (Verb 1/Noun 2) condition in the
planned pair-wise comparison (Fs < 1), but this lack of
an observed diﬀerence may be because this region is very
short and thematically simple, consisting of a single NP
and complementizer (e.g., ‘‘the knowledge that’’). More
thematically complicated material may be needed in order
to measure a diﬀerence here, as in the critical clause.
Reading times in the critical region
A 2 · 2 ANOVA revealed a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of
Noun 1/Verb 1 category (F1 (1, 62) = 24.63, MSwithin =
2043, p < .0001; F2 (1, 39) = 23.17, MSwithin = 2006,
p < .0001), and a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of Noun 2/Verb
2 category (F1 (1, 62) = 14.53, MSwithin = 1923, p <
.0004; F2 (1, 39) = 10.58, MSwithin = 1201, p < .003), but
no interaction (Fs < 1). These main eﬀects are the predicted syntactic storage eﬀects in which the noun conditions are slower than the verb conditions during the
critical clause. Note that the interference eﬀect that was
present in the second clause/NP region is no longer present in the critical region. In particular, having two similar
SC-taking verbs in the ﬁrst two regions of the zero predicted verbs condition did not cause processing diﬃculty
in the critical region. Instead, the zero predicted verbs
condition was the fastest condition to process. The lack
of interference eﬀects in the critical region is possibly because the verbs in the embedded region are quite diﬀerent
from those in the ﬁrst two clauses, which were always
verbs that take SCs. Thus, the residual RT eﬀects in the
critical region are likely not attributable to interference
eﬀects.
We also analyzed the critical region using an omnibus
1-way ANOVA of the four conditions. The ANOVA (0, 1Late, 1-Early, and 2 predicted verbs) revealed signiﬁcant
diﬀerences among the conditions (F1 (3, 186) = 14.07,
MSwithin = 1883, p < .0001; F2 (3, 117) = 12.51, MSwithin
= 1583, p < .0001). Given the signiﬁcance of this analysis,
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we were able to perform planned pair-wise comparisons in
the region. As predicted by the storage cost hypothesis,
the zero predicted verbs condition was signiﬁcantly faster
than both single predicted verb conditions and the two
predicted verbs condition (vs. one-late: F1 (1, 62) =
4.612, MSwithin = 1888, p < .04; F2 (1, 39) = 4.168,
MSwithin = 1162, p < .05; vs. one-early: F1 (1, 62) =
13.58, MSwithin = 1317, p < .0006; F2 (1, 39) = 14.37,
MSwithin = 1410, p < .0006; vs. two predicted verbs:
F1 (1, 62) = 32.85, MSwithin = 2332, p < .0001; F2 (1, 39)
= 33.97, MSwithin = 1586, p < .0001). Furthermore, both
single verb predicted conditions were signiﬁcantly faster
than the two predicted verbs condition (vs. one-late:
F1 (1, 62) = 13.97, MSwithin = 2410, p < .0004; F2 (1, 39)
= 12.36, MSwithin = 2137, p < .002; vs. one-early:
F1 (1, 62) = 11.90, MSwithin = 1719, p < .002; F2 (1, 39)
= 5.103, MSwithin = 1580, p < .03). Finally, the one-late
and one-early conditions were not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from each other by participants, though marginally so
by items (F1 < 1; F2 (1, 39) = 3.267, MSwithin = 1620,
p = 0.078). In all of the comparisons described for the critical region, identical signiﬁcance patterns were found for
raw RTs except for non-signiﬁcant items analyses for
the comparison between the zero predicted verbs and
one-late conditions (F2 (1, 39) = 2.547, MSwithin = 1698,
p = .119) and the comparison between the one-early and
two predicted verbs conditions (F2 (1, 39) = 2.772,
MSwithin = 3079, p = .104).
In summary, the pair-wise comparisons show us a 3tiered pattern in which the condition with zero predicted
verbs across the critical region displays the fastest reading times, the conditions with one predicted verb display
slower reading times no matter when they are initiated,
and the condition with two predicted verbs gives rise
to the slowest reading times.
Reading times in the post-critical region
In the analysis of the post-critical region, it was discovered that the second word was actually the sentence-ﬁnal
word in 5 items of the one-late condition. Excluding these
items from the analysis produced a mean residual (raw)
RT, by participants, of 101 (394) ms/word for the
one-late condition and 69 (429) ms/word for the two
predicted verbs condition. The one-late condition had signiﬁcantly faster residual RTs than the two predicted verbs
condition in the post-critical region, both by participants
and items (F1 (1, 62) = 9.518, MSwithin = 3366, p < .004;
F2 (1, 34) = 8.287, MSwithin = 2403, p < .007). This eﬀect
was as predicted by the storage cost hypothesis. No other
comparisons were made in this or later regions because of
substantial item diﬀerences.
Discussion
As predicted by an on-line storage cost theory, reading times in the critical region increased proportionally

with the number of predicted verbs that the sentence
processor needed to maintain: zero predicted verbs fastest, followed by one predicted verb, with two predicted
verbs slowest. These results provide evidence for a syntactic prediction cost for predicted verbs, even without
overly complex items. In particular, the zero predicted
verbs condition was read signiﬁcantly faster than either
of the one predicted verb conditions. None of these sentence types is more than singly nested, and none violate
KimballÕs (1973) principle of two sentences. Thus, it appears that storage costs apply for predicted verbs even in
relatively uncomplex materials. The results in the postcritical region also conﬁrmed the prediction of the storage cost theory. Finally, the amount of time that the
dependencies were stored did not signiﬁcantly aﬀect
the measured reading times, corroborating similar evidence from Gibson et al. (in press).
One prediction of the storage cost theory was not
conﬁrmed: that reading times should be slower for the
one-early condition as compared with the zero predicted
verbs condition in the region preceding the critical region. But the lack of an observed eﬀect in this direction
can be partially accounted for by verbal interference in
this region. In the zero predicted verbs condition there
are two similar SC verbs back-to-back, which may have
resulted in slower processing during the second verb.
The other comparison in this region involves a very
short region consisting of only an NP and a complementizer. It is possible that a more thematically complex region (i.e., containing a verb) may be necessary to
measure the predicted eﬀect.
Although one possible interpretation of the results of
Experiment 1 is in terms of syntactic storage costs, another possibility must be considered: that the higher reading times in the nominal conditions could have been due to
a temporary ambiguity in these conditions between a SC
of the noun and a RC modifying the noun. This possibility
is unlikely for two reasons. First, there is currently no evidence that a temporary ambiguity between two syntactic
representations ever leads to slower reading times during
an ambiguous region. In fact, the current evidence supports the opposite hypothesis: that temporary ambiguity
may in fact speed up reading times, as people are free to
follow whichever interpretation they happen upon initially (Traxler, Pickering, & Clifton, 1998). Second, our
items were lexically biased towards the SC interpretation,
with the consequence that the RC interpretation was
probably rarely considered. Nevertheless, the interpretation of the results in Experiments 1 would be strengthened
with a comparison involving unambiguous control sentences. One of the goals of Experiment 2 was to evaluate
this possibility, by testing unambiguous complement
clause structures against temporarily ambiguous ones
using nouns similar to those used in Experiment 1.
Another goal of Experiment 2 was to further investigate syntactic storage costs by examining another
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kind of predicted head/incomplete dependency, with
the goal of clarifying which aspects of syntactic expectations might be stored in on-line sentence
comprehension.

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 provided evidence demonstrating a
measurable increase in reading times for storing predictions of expected verbs or incomplete syntactic dependencies. These results are consistent with a storage
cost theory that is sensitive to all kinds of incomplete
dependencies, or with a storage theory that is sensitive
only to incomplete clausal dependencies, such as KimballÕs (1973) principle of two sentences. Experiment 2
was designed to examine whether incomplete dependencies other than predicted verbs are also associated with
storage costs. In particular, we focus on the ﬁller-gap
dependency between a wh-pronoun and its expected
wh-trace. Wanner and Maratsos (1978) presented evidence from a dual-task experiment that suggested a
storage cost associated with keeping track of the
dependency between a wh-ﬁller and its gap. In particular, Wanner & Maratsos found that people were worse
at recalling lists of names that were presented between
the wh-ﬁller and its verb than they were at recalling
names presented in a control condition, following a
subject-extracted wh-ﬁller and its verb. In addition,
there is an increasing ERP literature, starting with Kluender and Kutas (1993), pointing to a brain response
associated with holding a wh-ﬁller in memory while
processing intervening material (see also Fiebach,
Schlesewsky, & Friederici, 2002; Harris, 1998; King &
Kutas, 1995). The current experiment tests for the existence of on-line storage costs via reaction times in normal reading, without a secondary task as in Wanner &
MaratsosÕs work. To test the possible processing costs
of storing incomplete wh-dependencies/predicting
wh-traces, participants were presented with unambiguous forms of noun-modifying SC and RC structures,
as in (8):
(8) a. SC Structure, Unambiguous:
The claim alleging [that the cop who the mobster
attacked ignored the informant] might have
aﬀected the jury.
b. RC Structure, Unambiguous:
The claim [which the cop who the mobster attacked
ignored ___] might have aﬀected the jury.
In sentence (8a), the SC clause ‘‘that the cop who the
mobster attacked ignored the informant’’ is a complement of the verb ‘‘alleging,’’ which unambiguously attaches to the matrix subject NP ‘‘the claim.’’ In
sentence (8b), the clause ‘‘which the cop who the mob-
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ster attacked ignored’’ is an RC modifying the matrix
subject NP. Critically, an RC includes a wh-dependency
between its speciﬁer (e.g., ‘‘which’’) and a position inside
the RC, in this case, the object of the verb ‘‘ignored.’’ An
SC includes no such dependency. Thus, if storing the
incomplete wh-dependency/predicted wh-trace of the
RC has an associated cost, reading times for the embedded subject NP ‘‘the cop who the mobster attacked’’—
the critical region of interest for this experiment—are expected to be slower in the unambiguous RC condition in
(8b) than in the unambiguous SC condition in (8a). This
is the critical comparison for this experiment with respect to syntactic storage cost. Note that the critical region has the same structure and is in a very similar
syntactic position in both conditions, so that integration
costs and other factors are controlled.
One other factor that is potentially diﬀerent between
the RC and SC conditions is that the unambiguous RC
condition may be interpreted non-restrictively. The whpronoun ‘‘which’’ often initiates a non-restrictive RC,
although usually with a comma, which is not present in
these items. In contrast, the SC condition will very likely
be interpreted restrictively. Although restrictiveness is
therefore a possible diﬀerence between the conditions, it
is not a problematic one for this design because such a difference only works against the predictions of the storage
cost theories. In particular, non-restrictive RCs are processed more quickly in a null context than restrictive
RCs (e.g., Grodner, Gibson, & Watson, in press), possibly
because they implicate smaller discourse structures than
restrictive RCs in a null context (Altmann & Steedman,
1988; Crain & Steedman, 1985). Thus, if we ﬁnd evidence
in support of the storage cost hypothesis, it will be in spite
of diﬀerences in restrictiveness across the conditions.
Note that the predicted-head storage cost hypothesis
makes diﬀerent predictions depending on whether or not
there are empty categories (wh-traces) mediating wh-ﬁller-gap dependencies (cf., Gibson & Hickok, 1993; Pickering & Barry, 1991). In particular, if there are such
empty categories, then a predicted-head storage cost theory predicts increased complexity for the RC structure
compared to the SC control structure in the critical region because of the additional predicted empty category
which will eventually be placed in the object position of
the embedded verb ‘‘ignored.’’ But if there are no such
empty categories, then the predicted-head storage theory
predicts no diﬀerence between the two structures in the
critical region. In contrast to the predicted-head storage
cost theory, the incomplete-dependency storage theory
predicts increased complexity over the critical region
of the RC structure whether or not there are empty categories mediating wh-dependencies because there is always an extra dependency associated with the wh-ﬁller.
Although the theories make potentially diﬀerent predictions, we will continue to restrict our attention to a storage cost theory based on predicted heads. We will
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therefore initially assume that there are empty categories
associated with wh-ﬁllers. We return to potential ways
of distinguishing alternative storage cost hypotheses in
General Discussion.
A second goal of Experiment 2 was to evaluate an
issue that is relevant to the interpretation of the results of Experiment 1: whether temporarily ambiguous
SC items might be read more slowly than their unambiguous SC counterparts because of the presence of a
possible RC interpretation. To investigate this possibility, temporarily ambiguous forms of the SC and
RC sentence forms in (8) were also constructed, as
in (9):
(9) a. SC Structure, Ambiguous:
The claim [that the cop who the mobster attacked
ignored the informant] might have aﬀected the
jury.
b. RC Structure, Ambiguous:
The claim [that the cop who the mobster attacked
ignored ___] might have aﬀected the jury.
The items were constructed so that the head nouns
were generally biased towards a SC interpretation over
an RC interpretation (72% SC-bias across the items
using completion norms from Kennison, 2000; 63%
SC-bias using completion norms in Pearlmutter &
Mendelsohn, 1999). Thus, the lexical biases in the
items supported the SC interpretation, approximately
as strongly as the items in Experiment 1. Structural
factors also favor the SC structure over the RC structure. In particular, DLT storage costs favor the SC
structure because it involves the prediction of one less
syntactic head, the wh-trace associated with the relative pronoun. The principle of Minimal Attachment
(Frazier, 1979)—an alternative syntactic structural
heuristic to the DLT—also favors the SC structure
over the RC structure because the SC structure involves the application of fewer syntactic rules.
If people generally follow the SC interpretation in the
temporarily ambiguous conditions, as predicted by both
the lexical biases and the syntactic heuristics, then reading times during the critical region should pattern with
the unambiguous SC condition. In contrast, if there is
some competition from the RC interpretation, or if the
RC reading is more costly and is sometimes followed,
then reading times during the critical region should be
slower than those for the unambiguous SC condition,
and possibly as slow or slower than those for the unambiguous RC condition. Finally, because the SC-biases of
these items are weaker than in the materials in Experiment 1, if we ﬁnd that the ambiguous SC items pattern
with the unambiguous SC items in the current experiment, then it is reasonable to assume that the SC items
in Experiment 1 would probably be processed like
unambiguous SC items also.

Methods
Participants
Forty-eight participants from the MIT community
who did not take part in Experiment 1 were paid for
their involvement. All were native speakers of English
and were naı̈ve as to the purposes of the study.
Materials and design
Twenty sets of sentences were constructed with four
conditions each, structure type (SC/RC) crossed with
ambiguity (ambiguous/unambiguous), following the
form of (8) and (9). These items were constructed based
on items from Pearlmutter and Mendelsohn (1999), with
an additional RC modifying the embedded subject NP in
order to make the critical region longer and more diﬃcult. Each item in a set began with the same matrix subject NP (e.g., ‘‘the claim’’), which could take an SC. The
word ‘‘that’’ followed the NP for the ambiguous forms
of the SC and RC structures, ‘‘implying that’’ or some
equivalent for the unambiguous SC, and ‘‘which’’ for
the unambiguous RC. The embedded clause followed,
consisting of an embedded subject NP (e.g., ‘‘the cop’’)
and an RC modifying this NP (e.g., ‘‘who the mobster
attacked’’). The SC conditions continued with a transitive verb and its object (e.g., ‘‘ignored the informant’’),
whereas the RC conditions continued with the transitive
verb alone completing the top level RC (e.g., ‘‘ignored’’).
Finally, a matrix verb phrase (e.g., ‘‘might have aﬀected
the jury’’) completed the sentences.
The ambiguous SC/RC-taking nouns were selected to
be biased on average towards the SC in both sentence completion norms conducted by Kennison (2000) as well as
Pearlmutter and Mendelsohn (1999) in order to make it
more likely that participants would follow the SC interpretation in the temporarily ambiguous conditions. Appendix B provides a complete list of the stimuli along with
the individual SC-completion percentage for each head
noun. Although there was an overall bias for the SC interpretation over all the items, there was a range of biases in
the individual items (72% on average, ranging from 38 to
90% in Kennison, 2000; and 63% on average, ranging from
44 to 93% in Pearlmutter & Mendelsohn, 1999).
The target sentences were split into four lists balancing all factors in a Latin-Square design. Each list was
combined with 112 ﬁllers of various types, including 32
sentences from an experiment which was an early version of Experiment 1. The stimuli were pseudo-randomized independently for each participant such that at least
one ﬁller item separated any two targets.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, except that the comprehension task that followed each
item was a simple yes-no question about the contents
of the preceding sentence.
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Table 3
Mean (standard error) comprehension question performance in
percent correct as a function of clause type and ambiguity by
participant

Ambiguous
Unambiguous

SC

RC

76 (3.1)
77 (2.9)

77 (2.8)
79 (2.5)

Results
Four participantsÕ data were omitted from all analyses because of poor comprehension question performance (<67% accuracy overall).
Comprehension question performance
Overall, the comprehension questions for the experimental items in Experiment 2 were answered correctly in
77% of the trials. The percentages of correct answers for
each condition are presented in Table 3. A 2 · 2 ANOVA (SC/RC Structure · Ambiguous/Unambiguous) revealed no main eﬀects and no interactions (Fs < 1).
Reading times
Only items with correctly answered comprehension
questions were analyzed. Residual RT data points that
were greater than 3 standard deviations from the mean
were excluded from the analysis, aﬀecting less than
1.8% of the data for Experiment 2 overall. Fig. 2 presents the mean residual RTs (ms/word) across the four
conditions in this experiment. For the purpose of region
presentations and data analysis, we divided the materials
into six regions, as shown in (10):

(10)

The claim
Matrix Subject

| (alleging)
| (verb-ing)

| that/which
| that/which
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The ﬁrst region consisted of the matrix subject NP.
The second region occurred only in the unambiguous
SC condition, and consisted of the verb which disambiguated the clause following the matrix subject as an
SC. The third region consisted of the word ‘‘that’’ or
‘‘which.’’ The fourth region consisted of the subject of
the embedded clause together with the following RC.
This is the critical region of analysis for the storage
cost hypothesis. The ﬁfth region consisted of the
embedded verb phrase, which consisted of a single
verb in the RC conditions, or a verb plus its direct
object in the SC conditions. The sixth and ﬁnal
region consisted of the main clause verb and the following two words. Table 4 presents the mean RTs per
word for these regions, in both residual and raw
forms.
Reading times in the critical region
Across the critical region ‘‘the cop who the mobster attacked,’’ a 2 · 2 ANOVA (SC/RC Structure · Ambiguous/Unambiguous) revealed a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of
ambiguity (F1 (1, 43) = 5.524, MSwithin = 2415, p < .03;
F2 (1, 19) = 12.65, MSwithin = 650.2, p < .003), a signiﬁcant eﬀect of structure by items only (F1 (1, 43) = 1.750,
MSwithin = 2078, p = .193; F2 (1, 19) = 4.778, MSwithin =
1389, p < .05), and an interaction that was marginally signiﬁcant by participants and signiﬁcant by items
(F1 (1, 43) = 3.874, MSwithin = 2114, p = .056; F2 (1, 19)
= 7.534, MSwithin = 882.3, p < .02). Subsequent planned
pair-wise comparisons showed that residual RTs were
slower for the unambiguous RC condition than any of
the other three conditions. Most importantly, unambigu-

|the cop who the mobster attacked
| Critical Clause

| ignored (the informant)
| Embedded VP

| might have . . .
| Matrix VP

Fig. 2. Plot of mean (standard error) residual RTs per word by region by participants in Experiment 2.
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Table 4
Mean residual RTs (ms/word) by participants as a function of SC/RC structure type and ambiguity, for the six main regions (raw RTs
in parentheses)
SC

Matrix Subject
Verb-ing
That/Which
Critical Clause
Embedded VP
Matrix VP

RC

Ambiguous

Unambiguous

Ambiguous

Unambiguous

31 (348)

39
18
35
18
20
30

51 (338)

37 (349)

9
26
30
91

13
5
80
66

12
21
50
30

(355)
(358)
(437)
(409)

ous RC sentences had signiﬁcantly longer residual RTs
than the unambiguous SC sentences as predicted by the
storage cost theories (F1 (1, 43) = 5.136, MSwithin = 2214,
p < .03; F2 (1, 19) = 9.593, MSwithin = 1385, p < .006). In
addition, unambiguous RC sentences were signiﬁcantly
slower than ambiguous SC sentences (F1 (1, 43) = 6.537,
MSwithin = 2364, p < .02; F2 (1, 19) = 13.97, MSwithin =
1061, p < .002) as well as ambiguous RC sentences
(F1 (1, 43) = 7.332, MSwithin = 2893 p < .01; F2 (1, 19) =
18.77, MSwithin = 789.9, p < .0005). For all other comparisons, Fs < 1. In all of the comparisons described above
for the critical region, similar signiﬁcance patterns were
found for raw RTs, except for the comparison between
unambiguous RC and unambiguous SC sentences, which
was marginal in the items analysis (F1 (1, 43) = 4.578,
MSwithin = 2321, p < .04; F2 (1, 19) = 4.135, MSwithin =
2370, p = .056).
One potential alternative explanation of the diﬀerence between the unambiguous RC and unambiguous
SC conditions during the critical region is that people
may process the RC continuation more slowly because
of the lexical bias in the SC nouns that were used, favoring an SC interpretation. That is, the diﬃculty that people experienced in processing the RC structure could
have been due to a preference to have an SC following
the head noun, rather than an RC, an eﬀect that could
potentially exist through the RC itself. To test this potential explanation, we divided the items into two
groups: those with a strong bias toward SC completions
(9 items, averaging 75% SC completions using the Pearlmutter & Mendelsohn norms4) and those with no bias
toward either SC or RC completions (11 items, averaging 53% SC completions using the Pearlmutter and
Mendelsohn norms). If the lexical-preference explanation of the RC diﬃculty is correct, then we should expect
a stronger eﬀect in the items that are more strongly SC-

4

The Kennison (2000) norms could not be used to evaluate
our items because many of the SC-biased nouns were not
included in KennisonÕs set.

(348)
(402)
(400)
(360)
(411)
(397)

(359)
(353)
(430)
(470)

(371)
(382)
(491)
(445)

biased and we should see little to no eﬀect in the equi-biased set of items. Contrary to this prediction, there was a
numerical trend in the reverse direction. Despite having
half as much data overall, and half as many items, the
eﬀects that were observed with all items still remained
in the equi-biased subset of 11 items. In particular, the
unambiguous RC condition was read slower than the
unambiguous SC condition in this set of 11 items, marginally by participants and signiﬁcant by items
(F1 (1, 40) = 3.110, MSwithin = 4844, p = .085; F2 (1, 10)
= 6.613, MSwithin = 1935, p < .03), and were slower than
either of the ambiguous conditions (vs. ambiguous SC:
F1 (1, 40) = 3.756, MSwithin = 4469, p = .060; F2 (1, 10)
= 4.814, MSwithin = 1954, p = .053; vs. ambiguous RC:
F1 (1, 40) = 5.032, MSwithin = 6241 p < .05; F2 (1, 10) =
16.63, MSwithin = 1011, p < .003). (Note that the data
of three additional subjects had to be omitted in these
analyses because of insuﬃcient correct responses in at
least one condition). In contrast, many of the comparisons in the more strongly SC-biased item set were not
quite signiﬁcant, although the means were numerically
in the predicted direction. For example, the comparison
between the unambiguous SC and unambiguous RC
conditions was numerically present, but was not signiﬁcant by participants or items (Fs < 1.7). These results
provide strong evidence against the lexical-bias interpretation of the eﬀects in the critical region.
We did one further analysis in order to test the lexical-bias explanation of the elevated RTs in the unambiguous RC condition. We tested for a correlation
between the SC-bias of an item, as provided by the
Pearlmutter and Mendelsohn (1999) completion norms
in Appendix B, and the RT diﬀerence score for each
item, as determined by subtracting the mean residual
RT during the critical region of the unambiguous SC
condition from the unambiguous RC condition. Contrary to the prediction of the lexical-bias explanation,
there was a negative correlation of 0.27 (r2 = .07;
p > .24) between SC-bias and the RT diﬀerence score
in the region. This correlation was non-signiﬁcant and
was in the reverse direction to that predicted by the lexical-bias hypothesis.
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Table 5
Residual (raw) reading times during the embedded RC region
as a function of condition

Ambiguous
Unambiguous

SC

RC of the Critical

10 (372)
9 (369)

23 (356)
16 (397)

A second potential alternative account of the slower
processing of the unambiguous RC condition compared
to the unambiguous SC condition is that the RCs are
necessarily object-extracted (‘‘which the cop . . . ignored’’) and hence have a rare English word order
(OVS), whereas the SCs have regular SVO word order.
Dynamic models, such as simple recurrent networks
(e.g., Elman, 1991), predict an advantage of regular
(the predominant main clause word order) over irregular
word order, irrespective of storage cost (e.g., MacDonald & Christiansen, 2002). Word order regularity is
therefore a confounding factor when analyzing a region
containing the embedded subject.5
To test the storage cost hypothesis independent of the
word-order regularity hypothesis, we conducted an analysis of the RC following the embedded subject NP. The
word order regularity hypothesis makes no predictions
in this portion of the critical region, because the word
order is equally unusual in both conditions. In contrast,
the storage cost hypothesis predicts that RTs should be
slower for the unambiguous RC condition compared to
the unambiguous SC condition. RTs for the most
embedded RC region are presented in Table 5:
A 2 · 2 ANOVA conducted on this region revealed a
main eﬀect of ambiguity (F1 (1, 43) = 5.909, MSwithin =
3084, p < .02; F2 (1, 19) = 9.096, MSwithin = 927.3,
p < .008), no signiﬁcant eﬀect of structure (F1 < 1;
F1 (1, 19) = 1.718, MSwithin = 1611, p = .206), and a signiﬁcant interaction (F1 (1, 43) = 7.012, MSwithin = 2320,
p < .02; F1 (1, 19) = 11.96, MSwithin = 997.7, p < .003).
Planned pair-wise comparisons showed that the unambiguous RC condition was read more slowly than any of the
other conditions (vs. the unambiguous SC condition:
F1 (1, 43) = 5.695, MSwithin = 2547, p < .03; F2 (1, 19) =
9.665, MSwithin = 1355, p < .006; vs. the ambiguous RC
condition: F1 (1, 43) = 10.77, MSwithin = 3200, p < .003;
F2 (1, 19) = 22.15, MSwithin = 912.4, p < .0003; vs. the
ambiguous SC condition: F1 (1, 43) = 4.684, MSwithin =
3374, p < .04; F2 (1, 19) = 7.048, MSwithin = 1480, p <
.02). For all other comparisons, Fs < 1.8, ps > .19. These
results were predicted by the storage cost hypothesis,
but not by the word-order regularity hypothesis.

5

We would like to thank Lars Konieczny for bringing this
issue to our attention, and for suggesting ways to disentangle
the predictions of the diﬀerent models.
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Reading times in the post-critical region
The comparisons involving the temporarily ambiguous sentences suggest that the SC interpretation was
being followed during the critical region because RTs
for the temporarily ambiguous sentences were very similar to those for the unambiguous SC sentences. One potential implication of this hypothesis is that RTs should
be highest for the ambiguous RC sentences in the matrix
VP region when it is discovered that the target structure
is an RC, not an SC. In a 2 · 2 ANOVA (SC/RC Structure · Ambiguous/Unambiguous) at the matrix VP region, there was a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of structure in
which the combined RC conditions are slower than the
combined SC conditions (F1 (1, 43) = 20.82, MSwithin =
4810, p < .0001; F2 (1, 19) = 15.54, MSwithin = 3374,
p < .001). This demonstrates the diﬃculty of the RC relative to the SC, plausibly because of the additional integration that is required here for the RC (the object position of
the verb back to the relative pronoun) as compared to the
SC (Gibson, 1998, 2000). All other eﬀects were not significant (Fs < 1.5, ps > .23). Furthermore, pair-wise comparisons revealed that the ambiguous RC condition was
signiﬁcantly slower than ambiguous SC condition
(F1 (1, 43) = 11.64, MSwithin = 6858, p < .002; F2 (1, 19)
= 11.66, MSwithin = 2769, p < .003). Although the ambiguous RC condition was numerically slower than the
unambiguous RC condition, a pair-wise comparison between the two revealed no signiﬁcant diﬀerence
(Fs < 1.7, ps > .20), possibly because of a ceiling eﬀect
on RTs: RTs are very long here, reﬂecting the integrations
that are needed at the verbs in a doubly nested structure. It
may be diﬃcult to measure ambiguity eﬀects on top of
these complexity eﬀects as well as any potential end-ofsentence eﬀects for this ﬁnal clause.
Discussion
There were two main results from this experiment.
First, reading times were longer for the unambiguous
RC condition than for the unambiguous SC condition
across the critical embedded clause material. This result
supports the hypothesis that there is a cost associated
with storing a predicted wh-trace/incomplete dependency across this region, consistent with earlier results
from Wanner and Maratsos (1978). The result is predicted by a storage cost theory which associates cost
with predicted syntactic heads, as long as there are empty-categories mediating wh-ﬁller-gap dependencies. The
result is also predicted by a storage cost theory that
associates cost with each incomplete dependency, but
is not predicted by a storage cost theory that associates
cost only with predicted verbs or incomplete clauses.
Additional analyses demonstrated that the results cannot be explained in terms of diﬀerent degrees of SC vs.
RC lexical expectations following the diﬀerent nouns
that were used in the experiment. Furthermore, analyses
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of the region consisting of the most embedded RC region suggest that the results are best explained in terms
of a storage cost hypothesis, and not a word-order regularity hypothesis (e.g., MacDonald & Christiansen,
2002).
Second, reading times for the temporarily ambiguous
SC/RC conditions were signiﬁcantly faster than for the
unambiguous RC condition during the critical region,
and did not diﬀer from the unambiguous SC condition
in this region. This result supports the hypothesis that
people were generally following the SC interpretation
of the ambiguity during the ambiguous region, as predicted by both the lexical biases of the particular nouns
used, and syntactic heuristics such as minimizing storage
costs at an ambiguous choice point. The result provides
evidence that suggests that the results of Experiment 1—
the increased reading times in SCs of nouns as compared
with verbs—were probably not due to the presence of a
temporary ambiguity in the nominal SC conditions.
Thus, the interpretation of Experiment 1 in terms of syntactic storage costs remains most plausible.
In addition to these two main results, the fact that the
ambiguous SC/RC versions were read as fast as the
unambiguous SC versions—in fact, the ambiguous versions were read numerically, but non-signiﬁcantly faster
than the unambiguous SC versions—provides evidence
for the serial parsing hypothesis over the parallel parsing
hypothesis within these structures (Gibson & Pearlmutter, 2000; Lewis, 2000). As Lewis (2000) notes, if there is
a cost associated with maintaining a structure, then
retaining multiple structures should be more costly than
retaining a single structure. The experiments presented
here provide reading time evidence that there are syntactic storage costs associated with each predicted syntactic
head within a structure. In particular, the reading time
results suggest that there is a cost for keeping track of
the wh-ﬁller dependency/expectation. If people were
able to pursue both the SC and the RC structures for
the input string simultaneously in a temporarily ambiguous input, then the temporarily ambiguous versions
should be processed more slowly than the unambiguous
SC versions—perhaps as slowly as the unambiguous RC
versions—because of the cost of the retaining the wh-ﬁller dependency in the RC version (cf., Pearlmutter &
Mendelsohn, 1999, for data from a diﬀerent experimental design which is suggestive that both the SC and the
RC versions may be pursued simultaneously). Note that
even if the human parser represents multiple structures
for the input string by sharing their internal structures
as much as possible without compromising diﬀerences
in meaning (e.g., the embedded RC and SC structures
in the current experimental items might share the structure for the top-level clause ‘‘the claim . . . might have affected . . .’’) as in the data structures used in chart parsing
(Earley, 1970), there still needs to be a component of
the RC structure which keeps track of the open wh-ﬁl-

ler dependency. Thus, a parallel parsing hypothesis predicts slower reading times in these structures for the
temporarily ambiguous versions compared to the unambiguous versions, especially the unambiguous SC. This
was deﬁnitively not the case in Experiment 2, suggesting
that only the SC version was pursued. These results are
consistent with gathering evidence that suggests that the
human sentence processor is serial in nature, stochastically following the best interpretation at each choice point
(Gibson, submitted; Traxler et al., 1998; van Gompel, Pickering, & Traxler, 2000, 2001).
Although the ﬁrst result—that the unambiguous RC
was read more slowly than the unambiguous SC—is as
predicted by various storage cost hypotheses, there is an
alternative explanation that is worth considering. The design of the items included another RC modifying the
embedded subject of the SC/RC (e.g., ‘‘who the mobster
attacked’’ in (8) and (9)). The inclusion of the second
RC could have caused interference between the two whﬁller pronouns for the RC condition, such that both are
seeking an embedded position to be interpreted with
(cf., Lewis, 1996; van Dyke & Lewis, 2003). The longer
reading times in this region may therefore have been due
to this interference, and not necessarily due to one wh-ﬁller dependency/predicted empty category on its own.
To test this possibility, we can analyze the residual
RTs of just the embedded subject NP (e.g., ‘‘the cop’’
in (8)) as seen in Table 6.
A comparison of the residual RTs between the unambiguous RC and SC conditions reveals that the RC condition was read more slowly in this region by the
items analysis but not signiﬁcantly by the participants
analysis (F1 (1, 43) = 1.402, MSwithin = 4981, p = .243;
F2 (1, 19) = 4.718, MSwithin = 2757, p < .05). Because
the ambiguous versions patterned with the unambiguous
SC condition, we can also compare the unambiguous
RC condition to the ambiguous versions in this region.
Such a comparison reveals that the unambiguous RC
condition was read signiﬁcantly more slowly than either
ambiguous conditions (vs. ambiguous SC: F1 (1, 43) =
5.066, MSwithin = 2868, p < .03; F2 (1, 19) = 6.644,
MSwithin = 3726, p < .02; vs. ambiguous RC: F1 (1, 43)
= 6.426, MSwithin = 4053, p < .02; F2 (1, 19) = 10.06,
MSwithin = 2122, p < .006). These analyses suggest that
the diﬀerence between SC and RC conditions is not
due to the interference of the extra wh-ﬁller in the target
region, but is due to storing the wh-ﬁller dependency,

Table 6
Residual (raw) reading times during the embedded subject NP
as a function of condition

Ambiguous
Unambiguous

SC

RC

42 (335)
34 (342)

50 (328)
16 (361)
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whether or not there is an additional ﬁller to follow. But
these analyses are only suggestive, because of the nonsigniﬁcance of the unambiguous RC vs. SC analysis by
participants. Experiment 3 was conducted in order to
address this issue more directly.

Experiment 3
The results of Experiment 2 suggest that there is a
storage cost associated with retaining a wh-ﬁller dependency across linguistic material. However, the materials
in the unambiguous RC condition in Experiment 2 were
complex, consisting of doubly nested RC materials. In
this experiment, we seek evidence of storage costs for a
wh-ﬁller dependency using simpler materials, without
the extra nested RC.
Methods
Participants
Twenty-nine participants from the MIT community
who did not take part in Experiments 1 or 2 were paid
for their involvement. All were native speakers of English and were naı̈ve as to the purposes of the study.
Materials and design
Sixty sentences were constructed as in (11) with two
conditions each: an unambiguous RC condition in
which the wh-pronoun ‘‘which’’ followed the initial
noun and a temporarily ambiguous SC condition in
which the complementizer ‘‘that’’ followed the initial
noun:6
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(2000). Appendix C provides a complete list of the stimuli along with the SC-bias percentage for each matrix
subject noun.
We elected to use temporarily ambiguous SC structures instead of fully unambiguous SC structures as in
Experiment 2 (i.e., not including extra verbs like ‘‘stating’’ or ‘‘claiming’’) because temporarily ambiguous
SC structures diﬀer from their unambiguous RC counterparts more minimally than the fully unambiguous
SC structures do (i.e., only in the use of the complementizer ‘‘that’’ in place of the relative pronoun ‘‘which’’).
The results from Experiment 2 demonstrated that there
is no diﬀerence between how people process ambiguous
SC structures with SC-biased head nouns and their
unambiguous SC counterparts during the target embedded subject region, so the temporarily ambiguous SC
structure is likely to be a good control for the RC. In
any case, if we do ﬁnd the storage cost diﬀerence that
is predicted, then this will provide evidence that the people are following the SC reading in the temporarily
ambiguous versions.
The target sentences were split into two lists balancing all factors in a Latin-Square design. Each list was
combined with 80 ﬁllers of various types. The stimuli
were pseudo-randomized independently for each participant such that at least one ﬁller item separated any two
targets. Nineteen diﬀerent head nouns were used, with at
most four items out of the 60 total items containing the
same head noun. Appendix C provides a complete list of
the stimuli along with the individual SC-completion percentage for each noun. These items were balanced across
lists so that people saw at most two of the same head
noun in an SC or an RC version.

(11) a. SC Structure:
The announcement [that the baker from a small
bakery in New York City received the award]
helped the business of the owner.
b. RC Structure:
The announcement [which the baker from a small
bakery in New York City received ___] helped the
business of the owner.

Procedure
The procedure was identical to Experiment 2.

The head nouns in the items (e.g., ‘‘announcement’’
in (11)) were heavily biased towards the SC completion.
Each of the 19 nouns that were used had at least an 80%
SC-bias, averaging 86%, from the norms of Kennison

Comprehension question performance
Overall, the comprehension questions for the experimental items in Experiment 2 were answered correctly in
86% of the trials. The percentages of correct answers for
each condition are presented in Table 7. A pair-wise t
test revealed no signiﬁcant eﬀects (Fs < 1)

6

A large set of items was used in this experiment because of
plans to use the same materials later in a brain imaging
experiment investigating similar issues. A greater number of
trials per condition are needed in brain imaging experiments
than in reading time experiments.

Results
One participantÕs data were omitted from all analyses
because of poor comprehension question performance
(<67% accuracy overall).

Table 7
Mean (standard error) comprehension question performance in
percent correct as a function of condition
Ambiguous SC

Unambiguous RC

85 (1.6)

86 (1.7)
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Fig. 3. Plot of mean (standard error) residual RTs per word by region by participants in Experiment 3.

Reading times
Only items with correctly answered comprehension
questions were analyzed. Residual RT data points that
were greater than 5 standard deviations from the mean
were excluded from the analysis, aﬀecting less than
0.6% of the data. Fig. 3 presents the mean residual
RTs (ms/word) across the two conditions. The sentences
were divided into seven regions for presentation: (1) the
matrix subject NP; (2) the word ‘‘that’’ or ‘‘which’’; (3)
the critical region consisting of the embedded subject
NP with the attached PP; (4) the embedded verb; (5)
the embedded object NP (for the SC condition); (6)
the matrix verb and the ﬁrst two words following; and
(7) the ﬁnal words completing each sentence. Table 8
presents the mean RTs per word for these regions, in
both residual and raw forms.
Reading times in the ﬁrst two regions
Residual RTs at the matrix subject were not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent between the two conditions (Fs < 1). At
the region consisting of ‘‘that’’ or ‘‘which,’’ residual RTs
tended to be slower for the RC condition than the SC condition, marginally signiﬁcant by participants but non-signiﬁcant by items (F1 (1, 27) = 4.068, MSwithin = 1164,
p = .054; F2 (1, 59) = 1.603, MSwithin = 3462, p = .211).
Reading times in the critical region
In the critical region, the RC condition was read significantly more slowly that the SC condition (F1 (1, 27) =
8.114, MSwithin = 400.2, p < .009; F2 (1, 59) = 4.793,
MSwithin = 928.5, p < .04) as predicted by the storage cost
hypothesis. The raw RTs for the critical region were also
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent.

Reading times in the post-critical region
Analyses at the embedded verb revealed that residual RTs for the RC condition numerically larger than
but not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the SC condition
(Fs < 1). At the region that included the matrix
verb plus the next two words, residual RTs for the
RC condition were slower than the SC condition,
marginally by participants and signiﬁcant by items
(F1 (1, 27) = 3.207, MSwithin = 1950, p = .085; F2 (1,
59) = 4.047, MSwithin = 3427, p < .05). This result is
consistent with the results of Experiment 2. One plausible cause for the diﬀerence in RTs at the main verb
is due to spill-over from the embedded verb. According
to the integration component of the DLT, there are
two integrations to be performed at the embedded verb
in the RC condition (the subject–verb and object–
trace—relative–pronoun integrations) as compared
with only a single integration in the SC condition
(the subject–verb integration). The two integrations
lead to greater complexity on the embedded verb,
complexity which may be measured on the following
words.
Discussion
The RC condition was read more slowly than the SC
condition during the critical region, as predicted by the
syntactic storage hypothesis. These results replicate
Experiment 2 using less complex materials, without a
second embedded RC. Thus, there appears to be an
on-line storage cost associated with an incomplete
wh-ﬁller dependency or the expectation for an upcoming
wh-trace.
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Table 8
Mean residual RTs (ms/word) by participants as a function of
condition, for the seven regions in Experiment 3 (raw RTs in
parentheses)

Matrix Subject
That/Which
Critical Clause
Embedded V
Embedded Object
Matrix V + 2
Completion

Ambiguous SC

Unambiguous RC

68
13
42
4
9
30
5

63
5
26
7

(357)
(387)
(370)
(441)
(401)
(458)
(402)

(362)
(419)
(384)
(443)

51 (480)
15 (423)

General discussion
There is gathering evidence that the word-by-word
interpretation of sentences is sensitive to a number of
informational constraints—such as lexical frequency,
syntactic knowledge, real-world knowledge, discourse
context and intonation—and further constrained by
the available working memory resources (Gibson &
Pearlmutter, 1998; Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 1995). This
paper provides reading evidence from English that the
working memory resources, which constrain the representations that are built and/or preferred, are sensitive
to the number of predicted syntactic heads or partially
processed syntactic dependencies within a linguistic
structure. Importantly, the results from the experiments in this paper demonstrate that the human parser
is sensitive to syntactic expectations that are derived
from the current input (Elman, 1991; Gibson, 1991,
1998), indicating that the parser is top-down in some
respects.
The results from Experiment 1 demonstrated that
the expectation of each predicted verb is associated
with a processing cost as measured by on-line reading
times. The results from Experiments 2 and 3 demonstrated that a similar storage cost is associated with
keeping track of a wh-ﬁller-gap dependency. These
results, especially those of Experiments 1 and 3, demonstrate that storage costs are not restricted to complex doubly nested cases: expectation costs are also
measurable in singly embedded structures compared
to non-embedded structures. Thus, the expectation
costs are not only the result of interference between
the same types of expectation, although such interference may exacerbate the eﬀect. It seems then that the
English parser keeps track of predicted syntactic
heads or incomplete syntactic dependencies, and that
there is some cost associated with maintaining these
expectations.
Several questions are raised by the results of these
experiments. First, what other kinds of syntactic expectations are associated with processing cost? So
far, the results of these experiments have demonstrated
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that there is a cost associated with predicting verbs
and wh-traces following verbs. It is an open question
how general these expectations are (cf., Shapiro, Zurif,
& Grimshaw, 1987, who found eﬀects of expected arguments following a verb, and Rayner & Duﬀy,
1986, and Schmauder, Kennison, & Clifton, 1991,
who found no such eﬀects using better methods and
materials). Some preliminary work from our lab
suggests that there may also be storage cost associated
with predicting arguments of verbs in the region
following the verb. In particular, using self-paced reading, we compared the region following obligatory ditransitive verbs like ‘‘give’’ to a similar region
following obligatory transitive verbs like ‘‘publish,’’
as in (12):
(12) a. Obligatory Ditransitive Verb:
Mary gave a book which had impressed some critics
who worked for a magazine to a young child.
b. Obligatory Transitive Verb:
Mary published a book which had impressed
some critics who worked for a magazine.
In the obligatory ditransitive condition in (12a), the
complex NP ‘‘a book which had impressed some critics
who worked for a magazine’’ is the object of the verb
‘‘gave.’’ When an inanimate NP like ‘‘a book’’ follows
the verb ‘‘gave,’’ a PP goal argument is required further
downstream. In contrast, no PP argument of a transitive
verb like ‘‘published’’ is possible following the object NP
‘‘a book’’ in (12b). Reading times for the object NP ‘‘the
book which had impressed some critics’’ were correspondingly faster during this region for the obligatory
transitive condition as compared with the obligatory
ditransitive condition, as predicted by storage cost theories. This preliminary result provides further support for
storage costs in English.7
A second question that arises from our results is
whether or not storage costs are the same cross-linguistically. This is also an open question, but there is preliminary evidence from Japanese, a head-ﬁnal language,
that suggests that there is a storage cost for open verbal
predictions (Miyamoto, 2002; Nakatani & Gibson,
2003). Results from Chinese also support the existence
of storage costs in that language (Hsiao & Gibson,
2003).
A third question that is raised by these experiments is
what the nature is of the expectations that the parser is

7
The result is only preliminary because the items were not
properly normed for plausibility diﬀerences prior to running the
experiment. A subset of 15 of the 20 items in which plausibility
was matched between the conditions showed the same significant diﬀerences, but this result needs to be replicated on a
greater set of items before it is fully convincing.
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maintaining. Together, the results of our experiments
are potentially consistent with a variety of on-line syntactic storage cost theories. We evaluate our experimental results together with other results in the literature
with respect to four potential theories. These theories
diﬀer in terms of what types of representations incur
storage cost at a parser state as follows: (1) incomplete
clauses/predicted verbs (Kimball, 1973); (2) incomplete
dependencies, thematic role assignments or case assignments (Gibson, 1991; Hakuta, 1981; Lewis, 1996; Stabler, 1994); (3) incomplete phrase structure (PS) rules
(Chomsky & Miller, 1963); or (4) predicted syntactic
heads/categories (Gibson, 1998).
The ﬁrst theory, in which on-line syntactic storage
cost is indexed by the number of incomplete clauses or
predicted verbs at a parser state (Kimball, 1973), is
insuﬃcient to account for the results of both Experiments 2 and 3, because wh-ﬁller dependencies and predicted PP dependencies are associated with storage
cost independent of the number or incomplete clauses.
Although it is possible that there are multiple diﬀerent
types of syntactic storage that are associated with online cost, such a theory is dispreferred to a simpler theory in which the same underlying storage process is
responsible for both results.
Under the second class of theories, there is a storage
cost for each incomplete syntactic dependency, thematic
role assignment or case assignment (Gibson, 1991; Hakuta, 1981; Lewis, 1996; Stabler, 1994). Each of these theories can correctly account for the results of all three
experiments presented here. Thus, this class of theories
can account for the observed data under a uniform theoretical account. However, such a theory is diﬃcult to
reconcile with existing results from the literature with respect to the processing of head-ﬁnal constructions. Such
a theory predicts an increasing processing load in headﬁnal constructions, across the dependents of a head,
which appears in ﬁnal position. For example, in an
SOV language like Japanese, processing is predicted to
be slower over the processing of embedded elements
depending on the number of dependents of the verb.
Thus, processing embedded material (e.g., an adverbial
or an optional prepositional phrase) should be fastest
when preceding verbs with one argument (intransitives),
slower for verbs with two arguments (transitives) and
slowest for verbs with three arguments (ditransitives).
Whereas processing does slow down when an additional
verb/clause is expected (e.g., in Japanese, Miyamoto,
2002), there is no evidence in head-ﬁnal languages for
slowed processing across verbal dependents that do
not require the prediction of an additional clause. In
fact, processing appears to speed up over the additional
arguments and modiﬁers of an upcoming head in SOV
languages (for results in Japanese, see Miyamoto,
2002; and Nakatani & Gibson, 2003; for results in Hindi, see Vasishth, 2002; for results in German, see Kon-

ieczny, 2000; and Konieczny & Doring, 2003), perhaps
because the verb/verb class becomes more predictable
as more of its dependents are processed (Konieczny,
1996). As a result, such a storage cost theory based on
incomplete dependencies seems unlikely.
Under the third theory that we will consider, there is
a storage cost for each partially processed PS rule at a
parse state (Chomsky & Miller, 1963), assuming a fully
connected structure for the input as each word is processed. Such a theory can account for the results of
Experiment 1, because there is a partially processed PS
rule of the form S ) NP VP (i.e., the subject–verb rule)
for each incomplete verbal dependency. Such a theory
can also extend to account for the results of Experiments
2 and 3 by adopting the slash notation from now standard phrase-structure grammars. Under such contextfree phrase structure rule theories—e.g., head-driven
phrase structure grammar (Pollard & Sag, 1994) and
its predecessor, generalized phrase structure grammar
(Gazdar, Klein, Pullum, & Sag, 1985)—wh-ﬁllers are
associated with their underlying role-assigning positions
by percolating a ‘‘slash’’ feature through intermediate
rules until an empty category can be posited in the target
position. Because the slash feature indicates a missing
constituent, a PS-rule storage cost theory can account
for the results of Experiment 2 if rules with active slash
features also contribute to storage cost in addition to
partially processed rules. Thus, a storage cost theory
based on incompletely processed PS rules can account
for the results of all three experiments naturally. However, this theory has diﬃculty in accounting for the data
from head-ﬁnal languages. In particular, it is standardly
assumed that subject and object NPs are connected to
the verb through diﬀerent phrase structure rules, even
in SOV languages. That is, the subject rule is something
like S ) NP VP, whereas the object rule is something
like VP ) NP Verb. If this is so, then storage cost
should increase through the VP in transitive sentences,
after processing the subject and object, but this does
not appear to be the case. Thus, the PS-rule based storage cost theory cannot account for the head-ﬁnal data in
much the same way that the incomplete dependency theory cannot.
The ﬁnal account that we will evaluate is one in
which there is storage cost associated with predicted syntactic heads. This theory can account for the results
from all three experiments. In Experiment 1, there is a
cost associated with predicting a verb to come. In Experiments 2 and 3, there is a cost associated with predicting
an empty category to be associated with the wh-ﬁller. In
addition, this theory does not make the undesirable prediction of increasing complexity across the dependents
of a single head in a head-ﬁnal language: all the dependents support the prediction of the same head, and
therefore there is no increasing cost. As a result, this theory can account for all of the existing data.
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An interesting consequence of this discussion is
that the combination of results supports a theory that
includes empty categories mediating wh-dependencies
over one that does not. That is, if we accept that storage costs are indexing predicted syntactic heads rather
than incomplete dependencies (because of the evidence
from head-ﬁnal languages), then the only way to account for the results of Experiments 2 and 3 is to assume the existence of a wh-trace, a phonologically
empty syntactic head mediating wh-dependencies
(Chomsky, 1965, 1981; Fodor, 1978), as indicated by
‘‘[NP ti]’’ in (13):
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Appendix A. Experiment 1 Materials

(13) a. SC Structure:
The claim alleging [that the cop . . . ignored the
informant] might have aﬀected the jury.
b. RC Structure:
The claim [ whichi the cop . . . ignored [NP t i]]
might have aﬀected the jury.

In the experimental items below, the four conditions of
Experiment 1 can be derived as follows. For the zero incomplete verb dependency condition, choose the verb form for
the ﬁrst two clauses (e.g., ‘‘the detective suspected’’ and ‘‘the
thief knew’’ in (1)) and the ﬁrst completion (e.g., ‘‘and so he
reported immediately to the museum curator’’). For the onelate condition, pick the verb form for the ﬁrst clause and
the nominalized form for the second (e.g., ‘‘the knowledge’’)
and the second completion (e.g., ‘‘came from an insider’’).
For the one-early condition, pick the nominalized for in the
ﬁrst clause (e.g., ‘‘the suspicion’’), the verb form of the second
clause (e.g., ‘‘the thief knew’’), and the third completion (e.g.,
‘‘worried the museum curator’’). For the two incomplete verb
dependencies condition, pick the nominalized form of the two
initial clauses and the last completion (e.g., ‘‘came from an insider worried the museum curator’’). The number following
each nominalization is the percent SC continuations from
the completion norming data of Kennison (2000), where
available.

If there were no wh-trace (or ‘‘gap’’ category), such
that the wh-ﬁller dependency were represented via a
direct link between the wh-ﬁller and the verb to come
(e.g., Pickering & Barry, 1991), then there would be
no additional storage cost for the RC condition as
compared to the SC condition through the embedded
clause, because the verbal head would already be predicted by the initiation of the embedded clause (‘‘that’’
in the SC; ‘‘which’’ in the RC). Thus, the three on-line
English experiments, in conjunction with existing results from the processing of head-ﬁnal languages, provide indirect evidence for the existence of empty
categories in wh-ﬁller dependencies (cf., Gibson &
Hickok, 1993; Gibson & Warren, 2004; Pickering &
Barry, 1991). It would of course be more convincing
if all of the evidence for this important syntactic representational issue came from one language, but the
cross-linguistic evidence is parsimoniously suggestive
at the moment. Further clever experimentation within
a single language is needed to adequately resolve this
issue.
Finally, it is worth reiterating a point that was made
in the discussion following Experiment 2. In that experiment, it was shown that the temporarily ambiguous SC/
RC versions were read at least as fast as the unambiguous SC versions, and faster than the RC versions. This
observation, together with the result that there is a cost
for retaining the wh-ﬁller expectation, suggests that people are following the SC structure in the temporary
ambiguity in the materials in Experiment 2. This result
is consistent with gathering evidence that suggests that
the human sentence processor is serial in nature, stochastically following the best interpretation at each
choice point (Gibson, submitted; Traxler et al., 1998;
van Gompel et al., 2000, van Gompel, Pickering, &
Traxler, 2001).

1. (The detective suspected / The suspicion (82%)) that (the thief
knew / the knowledge (–%)) that the guard protected the jewels
(and so he reported immediately to the museum curator. / came
from an insider. / worried the museum curator. / came from an
insider worried the museum curator.)
2. (The dictator insisted / The insistence (88%)) that (the country acknowledge / the acknowledgement (60%)) that the army
violated the treaty (because he felt enraged. / be made public.
/ threatened the unstable peace. / be made public threatened
the unstable peace.)
3. (The employee realized / The realization (90%)) that (the boss
implied / the implication (76%)) that the company planned a
layoﬀ (and so he sought alternative employment. / had been
unintentional. / caused a panic. / had been unintentional caused
a panic.)
4. (The clerk recommended / The recommendation (51%)) that
(the customer should complain / the complaint (70%)) that the
product was faulty (and so he pointed to Customer Service. /
should be ﬁled immediately. / was taken seriously. / should be
ﬁled immediately was taken seriously.)
5. (The mother sensed / The sense (60%)) that (the child feared /
the fear (66%)) that a monster might eat little boys (and so she
kept a light on. / kept the boy up at night. / worried the parents
greatly. / kept the boy up at night worried the parents greatly.)
6. (The psychiatrist worried / The worry (73%)) that (the patient
felt / the feeling (65%)) that everyone deserved to die (and so he
quickly called hospital security. / could not be helped. / concerned the family. / could not be helped concerned the family.)
7. (The lawyer acknowledged / The acknowledgement (60%))
that (the defendant had hinted / the hint (57%)) that the mob
bribed the oﬃcial (and so he went with a new line of questioning. / had been ignored completely. / was recorded by the court.
/ had been ignored completely was recorded by the court.)
8. (The producer doubted / The doubt (76%)) that (the director
would realize/ the realization (90%)) that the actress hated the
lead actor (and so he immediately sent a messenger. / might
eventually cause trouble. / puzzled the motion picture executives. / might eventually cause trouble puzzled the motion picture executives.)
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9. (The counselor implied / The implication (76%)) that
(the teacher should know / the knowledge (–%)) that the
student had a disability (and so he took matters into his
own hand. / should help the school in dealing with the student. / was not given enough emphasis. / should help the
school in dealing with the student was not given enough
emphasis.)
10. (The author contended / The contention (60%)) that (the
publisher predicted / the prediction (90%)) that the novel would
be a success (and so he planned to buy a new car. / was nothing
more than adulation. / amused the public. / was nothing more
than adulation amused the public.)
11. (The banker worried / The worry (73%)) that (the investor
sensed / the sense (60%)) that the company was performing
poorly (and so he called to oﬀer reassurance. / might inﬂuence
stock prices. / was well founded. / might inﬂuence stock prices
was well founded.)
12. (The king doubted / The doubt (76%)) that (the squire
felt / the feeling (65%)) that the knight would win the joust
(and so he reprimanded the young boy. / was purely emotional. / proved to be true. / was purely emotional proved
to be true.)
13. (The historian hypothesized / The hypothesis (57%)) that
(the emperor believed / the belief (82%)) that the elixir gave long
life (and so he wrote an essay on the topic. / was promoted by
alchemists. / was not a big surprise. / was promoted by alchemists was not a big surprise.)
14. (The lifeguard thought / The thought (80%)) that (the swimmer implied / the implication (76%)) that a shark was in the
waters (and so he yelled for everyone to get out. / might have
been a joke. / made everyone angry. / might have been a joke
made everyone angry.)
15. (The family knew / The knowledge (–%)) that (the weatherman predicted / the prediction (90%)) that the storm would
cause severe damage (and so they boarded up their windows.
/ would be accurate. / caused some panic. / would be accurate
caused some panic.)
16. (The homeowner suggested / The suggestion (73%)) that
(the contractor should request / the request (69%)) that the carpenter use maple instead (and so the project was delayed. / was
an excellent decision. / made everyone happy. / was an excellent
decision made everyone happy.)
17. (The magician realized / The realization (90%)) that (the
assistant feared / the fear (66%)) that the guillotine was actually real (and so he removed the trick from the act. / was not
an act. / came almost too late. / was not an act came almost
too late.)
18. (The conductor claimed / The claim (81%)) that (the engineer indicated / the indication (80%)) that the train was in good
condition (and so the accident was not his fault. / was a lie. /
became a front page story. / was a lie became a front page
story.)
19. (The brother thought / The thought (80%)) that (the sister
hoped / the hope (86%)) that the couple would break up (and
so everyone was soon gossiping. / was fruitless. / made everyone
laugh. / would be fruitless made everyone laugh.)
20. (The chauﬀeur suspected / The suspicion (82%)) that (the
executive wished / the wish (53%)) that the documents would
be shredded (and so he discreetly took them. / was part of
the scandal. / would become a huge story. / was part of the
scandal would become a huge story.)

21. (The paramedic feared / The fear (66%)) that (the ﬁreman
thought / the thought (80%)) that the wound was not serious
(and so he injected a strong sedative. / would result in further
injury. / was precautionary. / would result in further injury
was precautionary.)
22. (The tourist implied / The implication (76%)) that (the waiter
suggested / the suggestion (73%)) that the tip was too small (and
so the manager apologized profusely. / was inappropriate. / concerned the manager. / was inappropriate concerned the
manager.)
23. (The athlete contended / The contention (60%)) that (the
trainer claimed / the claim (81%)) that the injury was not too
severe (and so the coach put him back in the game. / was gross
malpractice. / concerned the general manager. / was gross malpractice concerned the general manager.)
24. (The photographer sensed / The sense (60%)) that (the
model worried / the worry (73%)) that the photos were not
tasteful (and so he tried to convince her. / could not be helped.
/ would delay the shoot. / could not be changed would delay the
shoot.)
25. (The movers wished / The wish (53%)) that (the family knew /
the knowledge (–%)) that the boxes were too heavy (and so they
complained loudly while working. / would mean a bigger tip. /
went unfulﬁlled. / would mean a bigger tip went unfulﬁlled.)
26. (The caddie hoped / The hope (86%)) that (the golfer sensed
/ the sense (60%)) that the wind was blowing eastwards (and so
he pulled out a pitching wedge. / was correct. / turned out to be
in vain. / was correct turned out to be in vain.)
27. (The butler recommended / The recommendation (51%))
that (the gardener should insist / the insistence (88%)) that
the master relandscape the property (and so he set up a meeting.
/ should be considered. / fell on deaf ears. / should be considered fell on deaf ears.)
28. (The sailor indicated / The indication (80%)) that (the diver
complained / the complaint (70%)) that the tanks were half full
(and so the captain ordered new ones brought up. / had been
noted already. / worried the admiral. / had been noted already
worried the admiral.)
29. (The brewer hoped / The hope (86%)) that (the merchant
would sense / the sense (60%)) sense that the beer was made
from ﬁne ingredients (and so he poured a sample glass. / meant
more business. / was perfectly within reason. / meant more business was perfectly within reason.)
30. (The grocer hinted / The hint (57%)) that (the chef thought /
the thought (80%)) that the produce was the best in town (and
so he beamed a big smile. / was completely accurate. / seemed
arrogant. / was completely accurate seemed arrogant.)
31. (The farmer thought / The thought (80%)) that (the winemaker recommended / the recommendation (51%)) that the
grapes should be harvested (and so he warmed up the tractor.
/ was premature. / had been correct. / was premature had been
correct.)
32. (The parishioner insinuated / The insinuation (71%)) that
(the bishop knew / the knowledge (–%)) that the priest had a
criminal history (and so there was a public outcry. / did not
result in action. / made the public angry. / did not result in
action made the public angry.)
33. (The jockey feared / The fear (66%)) that (the veterinarian
implied / the implication (76%)) that the horse was not ﬁt to
race (and so he consulted with the owner. / meant disaster. /
was an over-reaction. / meant disaster was an over-reaction.)
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34. (The lawyer indicated / The indication (80%)) that (the
brother claimed / the claim (81%)) that the will had been tampered with (and so the papers were examined closely. / was
completely untrue. / calmed everyone down. / was completely
untrue calmed everyone down.)
35. (The aide speculated / The speculation (88%)) that (the president would acknowledge / the acknowledgment (60%))
acknowledge that the situation had become worse (and so a
speech was prepared. / would come that night. / was more than
rumor. / would come that night was more than rumor.)
36. (The principal acknowledged / The acknowledgment (60%))
that (the librarian complained / the complaint (70%)) that the
books were falling apart (and so he poured over the budget for
more money. / could not be addressed. / spurred the parents to
donate. / could not be addressed spurred the parents to donate.)
37. (The chiropractor realized / The realization (90%)) that (the
patient feared / the fear (66%)) that the injury might be incurable (and so he tried to be reassuring. / was causing the unpleasantness. / came as an epiphany. / was causing the
unpleasantness came as an epiphany.)
38. (The demonstrator doubted / The doubt (76%)) that (the
executive felt / the feeling (65%)) that the environment truly
was important (and so he hurled rotten eggs at the car. / was
sincere at all. / had only been expected. / was sincere at all
had only been expected.)
39. (The authority sensed / The sense (60%)) that (the smuggler
hoped / the hope (86%)) that the stash would not be found (and
so he searched harder. / was becoming desperate. / had only
been natural. / was becoming desperate had only been natural.)
40. (The astronomer requested / The request (69%)) that (the
technician should promise / the promise (42%)) that the telescope
would get daily maintenance (and so he arranged a schedule. / be
in writing. / was unreasonable. / be in writing was unreasonable.)

Appendix B. Experiment 2 Materials
The four conditions of Experiment 2 can be derived as follows. Regarding the parenthesized material following the ﬁrst
NP (e.g., ‘‘the reason’’ in (1)), do as follows: for the ambiguous
conditions, include ‘‘that’’; for the unambiguous SC condition,
include the present participle (e.g., ‘‘implying’’) plus ‘‘that’’; and
for the unambiguous RC condition, include ‘‘which’’. Regarding the region following the embedded verb (e.g., ‘‘ridiculed’’),
do as follows: for the SC conditions, include the embedded object (e.g., ‘‘the newscaster’’); for the RC conditions, omit the object. The number following each item number is the percent SC
continuations for the head noun, ﬁrst from KennisonÕs (2000)
completion norming data where available, and then from Pearlmutter and Mendelsohn (1999) completion norming data.
1. (–, 93%) The reason (implying) (that/which) the comedian
who the network ﬁred ridiculed (the newscaster) was kept a
secret.
2. (84%, 48%) The revelation (showing) (that/which) the executive who the company employed belittled (the secretary) had to
be completely ignored.
3. (90%, 59%) The perception (suggesting) (that/which) the photographer who the magazine hired abused (the model) was an
issue at the agency.
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4. (76%, 60%) The veriﬁcation (conﬁrming) (that/which) the
ranger who the tourists trusted checked (the canoe) came over
the walkie-talkie.
5. (38%, 44%) The conclusion (reporting) (that/which) the spy
who the CIA pursued reached (the checkpoint) has not yet been
conﬁrmed.
6. (82%, 91%) The belief (asserting) (that/which) the terrorists
who the UN denounced held (the hostage) was depressing to
the negotiators.
7. (–, 60%) The allegation (stating) (that/which) the senator
who the army supported neglected (the danger) was leaked to
the press.
8. (65%, 60%) The theory (claiming) (that/which) the chief who
the lawyers advised defended (the tribe) was proven to be
untrue.
9. (81%, 68%) The claim (alleging) (that/which) the cop who the
mobster attacked ignored (the informant) might have aﬀected
the jury.
10. (80%, 55%) The discovery (revealing) (that/which) the physicist who the FBI funded publicized (the project) should be the
top story.
11. (86%, 84%) The hope (suggesting) (that/which) the teenager
who the teachers applauded encouraged (the boy) was shared
by both parents.
12. (–, 63%) The accusation (implying) (that/which) the guard
who the warden questioned refused (the request) was absurd
and completely unfounded.
13. (76%, 71%) The implication (stating) (that/which) the philosopher who the speaker cited refuted (his opponents) had to
be considered illogical.
14. (58%, 46%) The threat (suggesting) (that/which) the men
who the priest protected disregarded (the laws) might have
scared the sheriﬀ.
15. (–, 63%) The rule (stating) (that/which) the kids who the
teenager watched should follow (the clown) was part of a game.
16. (78%, 67%) The conﬁrmation (indicating) (that/which) the
parent who the teacher recruited made (the costumes) was sent
to the PTA.
17. (60%, 54%) The acknowledgment (mentioning) (that/which)
the ﬁreman who the station contacted got (the truck) did not
reach his partner.
18. (–, 47%) The concern (stating) (that/which) the instructor
who the students disliked raised (the grades) was discussed by
the board.
19. (43%, 45%) The opinion (indicating) (that/which) the runner
who the trainer rejected challenged (his opponent) was good for
his reputation.
20. (86%, 73%) The assumption (implying) (that/which) the girl
who the woman brought along made (the dress) had misled the
sewing teacher.

Appendix C. Experiment 3 Materials
The two conditions of Experiment 3 can be derived as follows. For the unambiguous RC condition, include ‘‘which’’
while for the ambiguous SC condition, include ‘‘that.’’
Regarding the region following the embedded verb (e.g., ‘‘received’’ in (1)), do as follows: for the unambiguous SC condition, include the embedded object (e.g., ‘‘the award’’); for the
RC conditions, omit the object. The number following each
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item number is the percent SC continuations for the head
noun from the completion norming data of Kennison
(2000), where available.
1. (82%) The announcement (that/which) the baker from a
small bakery in New York City received (the award) helped
the business of the owner.
2. (82%) The announcement (that/which) the oﬃcial from the
labor union of the controversial company delivered (the contract) concerned the lawyers of the executives.
3. (82%) The announcement (that/which) the actress from the
new movie about the dance industry signed (the autographs)
excited the fans of ballroom dancing.
4. (82%) The announcement (that/which) the ranger with the
inexperienced tourists in the blue tent received (the injury) worried the supervisor of the park.
5. (86%) The assumption (that/which) the reporter from the
controversial magazine with the liberal bias made (the remark)
disgruntled some members of the board.
6. (86%) The assumption (that/which) the guard at the new jail
with the hardened criminals made (the mistake) caused many
problems for the warden.
7. (86%) The assumption (that/which) the parents at the important meeting about the school performance made (the costumes) confused the director of the play.
8. (86%) The assumption (that/which) the colonel from the
army base with the secret facilities made (the promise) misled
the members of the community.
9. (82%) The belief (that/which) the philosopher from the historical period of the bronze age destroyed (the emperor) interested the class of eager students.
10. (82%) The belief (that/which) the terrorists in the nondescript building with many broken windows held (the hostage)
concerned the authorities of Homeland Security.
11. (82%) The belief (that/which) the bishop at the international
conference in a quiet town encouraged (the contributions)
brought much hope to the community.
12. (81%) The claim (that/which) the advocate for the needy
people in the impoverished neighborhood made (a diﬀerence)
convinced the mayor of the city.
13. (81%) The claim (that/which) the reaction of the dangerous
chemicals from the unmarked bottles disproved (the theory)
confused the assistant of the researcher.
14. (81%) The claim (that/which) the newscaster from the major
network with an unusual logo ridiculed (the politician)
destroyed the reputation of the show.
15. (81%) The claim (that/which) the cop with the bushy mustache in the old photo ignored (the informant) inﬂuenced the
decision of the jury.
16. (80%) The discovery (that/which) the friends of the teenage
girl at the department store made (the commotion) surprised
the shoppers and the salesmen.
17. (80%) The discovery (that/which) the spy from the secret
agency of the national government fabricated (the data) infuriated the oﬃcers of the military.
18. (80%) The discovery (that/which) the archeologist from the
famous expedition to the Egyptian pyramids ignored (the
instructions) angered the sponsor of the project.
19. (80%) The discovery (that/which) the oﬃcial from the biology lab at the secret facility publicized (the project) made the
headlines of the newspaper.

20. (100%) The fact (that/which) the countries in the western
hemisphere with the popular presidents ignored (the treaty)
angered the environmentalists of the world.
21. (100%) The fact (that/which) the veteran from the European
country in the World War recorded (some stories) aided the
research of the historian.
22. (100%) The fact (that/which) the attorney on the strong
defense of the innocent victim presented (the evidence) aided
the decision of the jury.
23. (86%) The hope (that/which) the charity for the tragedy survivors from the impoverished town gave (the money) warmed
the hearts of the families.
24. (86%) The hope (that/which) the ﬁreman at the remote station in a dangerous district inspired (the teenagers) encouraged
the parents of the delinquents.
25. (86%) The hope (that/which) the book about the
complicated politics of the developing world gave (constructive criticisms) started serious discussions among the
politicians.
26. (80%) The indication (that/which) the student with a MasterÕs degree from a prestigious university received (the fellowship) preceded the awarding of the certiﬁcates.
27. (80%) The indication (that/which) the waiter at the Italian
restaurant in the Main Square ignored (the request) upset the
patron and the manager.
28. (80%) The indication (that/which) the hacker from a secret
network in a European country sent (the virus) concerned the
head of internet security.
29. (88%) The insistence (that/which) the chief from an Indian
reserve with a prosperous casino maintained (the traditions)
became a point of serious contention.
30. (82%) The misconception (that/which) the designer of the
unique building in the arts district created (the memorial) confused the critics from the newspapers.
31. (82%) The misconception (that/which) the scientists from
the large organization with lots of money developed (the toxins)
alarmed the president of the country.
32. (82%) The misconception (that/which) the runner at the
track meet for the state championship challenged (the decision)
tarnished the reputation of the team.
33. (90%) The perception (that/which) the magician in the
Vegas showcase at the impressive hotel created (the display) fascinated the crowd of eager tourists.
34. (90%) The perception (that/which) the photographer from
the fashion magazine with a global audience ignored (the
model) fascinated the readers of the article.
35. (100%) The possibility (that/which) the doctor from the cardiology department at the teaching hospital ignored (the warnings) shocked the head of the university.
36. (100%) The possibility (that/which) the boy with the basketball logo on the oversized shirt discussed (the secret) started an
argument in the family.
37. (100%) The possibility (that/which) the instructor from the
state university with the rich history raised (the grades) troubled
the dean of the department.
38. (90%) The realization (that/which) the monk in the old
monastery on the mountain top achieved (true enlightenment)
delighted the members of the order.
39. (90%) The realization (that/which) the spy from the security
agency of the secretive nation achieved (the objective) validated
the years of hard work.
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40. (90%) The realization (that/which) the kids at the birthday
party in the beautiful park brought (the gifts) aroused the memories of happier times.
41. (86%) The requirement (that/which) the children from the
expensive preschool in the rural suburbs should meet (the standards) satisﬁed the members of the PTA.
42. (86%) The requirement (that/which) the secretary at the
software company with the famous CEO should pass (the test)
satisﬁed the manager of the ﬁrm.
43. (86%) The requirement (that/which) the principal from the
magnet school in the inner city must consider (the applicants)
decreased the chances of early admissions.
44. (86%) The requirement (that/which) the prospector with the
dangerous equipment for the gold mine should meet (the sheriﬀ)
ensured the safety of the townsfolk.
45. (84%) The revelation (that/which) the patient in the rehabilitation program for continued substance abuse shared (their
happiness) lifted the spirit of the group.
46. (84%) The revelation (that/which) the clown on the circus
tour from the Laughing Academy experienced (multiple seizures) upset the performers in the show.
47. (84%) The revelation (that/which) the victim in the emergency room at a London hospital experienced (serious shock)
surprised the nurse at the desk.
48. (84%) The revelation (that/which) the executive from the
large company with the clean record belittled (the secretary)
surprised the employees in the oﬃce.
49. (90%) The rumor (that/which) the foreman at the successful
bakery beside the grocery store overheard (the negotiations)
shocked the stockholders of the company.
50. (90%) The rumor (that/which) the philanthropist from the
wealthy family in the tiny town created (the problem) hurt
the charity for needy families.
51. (90%) The rumor (that/which) the candidate in the long
debate before the close election disputed (the bill) inﬂuenced
the opinions of the voters.
52. (90%) The rumor (that/which) the senator in the special
committee on the terrorist activities ignored (the warnings)
ruined any possibility for a reelection.
53. (88%) The speculation (that/which) the politician from the
important district in New York state questioned (the reports)
infuriated the voters of the electorate.
54. (88%) The speculation (that/which) the daughter of
the school headmaster in the conservative neighborhood
oﬀered (the bribe) shocked the elders of the
community.
55. (82%) The suspicion (that/which) the girl on the speeding
train to the college town developed (some homesickness) worried the mother and the father.
56. (82%) The suspicion (that/which) the man in the old building
with the drug dealers shared (the money) confused the judge and
the jury.
57. (82%) The suspicion (that/which) the woman at the resort
town on the Mediterranean coast ignored (the warning) disconcerted the mother of the boyfriend.
58. (80%) The thought (that/which) the mother of the newborn
child at the suburban clinic ignored (the advice) worried the
nurse and the doctor.
59. (80%) The thought (that/which) the patient with symptoms
of depression at the new clinic suppressed (the rage) frightened
the nurse of the psychiatrist.
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60. (80%) The thought (that/which) the man in the support
group from the small town shared (his feelings) encouraged
the members with similar problems.
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